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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Alluvial rivers, insofar as they transport the material of which their 

channels are composed, possess the freedom to alter their geometry tllrough 

the phenomena of erosion and deposition. River channels can be loosely 

divided into bed and bank regions, and geometry alteration phenomena can 

likewise be divided into bed processes and bank processes. 

An analysis of bank processes is dependent on a general knowledge of 

bed processes. Bed processes associated with wide, equilibrium rivers, in 

which bank processes are negligible, are examined in Chapter I of this 

report. An attempt is made to find the most general possible forms for sedi

ment transport and bed resistance relationships. The fo~~s are general enough 

so that existing equations can be expressed within their framework. Bank 

processes, and in particular bank erosion, are the subject of the remainder 

of the report. 

Bank erosion is one of the important mechanisms by which a stream 

determines its own channel. In this sense nature is her own engineer; 

artificial alteration of channel width or alignment often have only "bemporary 

success, since natural forces that work to restore the unaltered state axe 

present. 

In broad terms, two modes of bank erosion can be identified, "Primary" 

bank. erosion refers to the global process by which the scale of river wid.th 

over an entire reach is determined. In the oassof natural rivers, primary 

bank erosion (or its opposite, bank building) leading to a .distinct change in 

geomorphologio state is often an extremely slow process ooourring in response 

to geologio or meteorologio ohanges such as disoharge deorease due to glacial 

reoession or teotonio lifting. However, ohannel widening due to a suooession 

of extreme floods (Sohumm and Liohty l, and ohannel narrowing due toa reduc- . 

tion of flood peak through reservoir oonstruotion and subsequent vegetation 

gt'?wth (Northrupl have been observed to OOOU1.' in periods of a few years. 

1 
S.A. Sohumm and R.W. Liohty, Channel Widening and Flood-Plain Construotion 

I· Along Cimarron River in Southwestern Kansas, Geologioal Survey Professional 
Paper 352-D, U.S. Government Printing Offioe, Washington, 1963. 
2 
W.L. Northrup, Republioan River Channel Deterioration, Proceedings of the Federal 

Inter-Agenoy Sedimentation Conferenoe 1963, Agrioultural Researoh Service, U.S. 
Department of Agrioulture Misoellaneous Publioation No. 970, pp. 409-424, 
Washington, D.C., June 1963. 
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The problem of primary bank erosion is of praotioal importanoe in the proper 

design of oanals and river training projeots, when the engineer is required 

to ohoose a width that nature will maintain as stable. 

"Seoondary" bank erosion refers to looal prooesses by whioh the stream, 

without essentially altering its width, ohanges its alignment from place to 

place with aooompanying bank erosion or building. Typioal examples of 

seoondary bank erosion are meandering and braiding. 

In Chapter 2, meandering and braiding and resulting seoondary bank 

erosion are examined both analytioally and experimentally from the point of . 

view of stability. A oombination. of theory and. experiment leads to a general 

exposition of bar-forming tendenoies in straight rivers. A d~agram based on 

the analysiS is presented whioh divides fluvial morphology into straight, 

meandering, and braided regimes based on the two parameters: ~ (the depth

width ratio) and ~ (slope divided by Froude number). It is Shown that for 

field oonditions, if sediment transport exists, then either meandering or' 

braiding tendenoies also always exist. These tendenoies oarmot be damped 

without oomplete bank stabilization, for example, with riprap. The results 

oast doubt on the permanenoe of the straight alignment of ohannelized 

streams. Predictive relations for mean~er length are presented and oompared 

with data. Furthermore, the applioability of laboratory studies to field 

meandering and braiding is examined qualitatively • 

. At the end of Chapter 1 and in Chapter 3 the oonditions are oonsidered 

whioh are neoessary for the establishment of stable ohannels in Whioh primary 

bank erosion does not ocour. Only the case in whioh both river bed and banks 

are oomposed of non-cohesive material is examined. It is shown that lateral 

bank ourvature leads to a redistribution of bed stress such that stable, non

eroding banks oan ooexist with a bed in aotive transport. ~e analysis 

suggests that regime equations for ohannel geometry and flow oharacteristios 

oanb.e analytioally derived, and although this is not done herein an outline 

of the problem is presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FLOW IN STRAIGHT ALLUVIAL CHANNELS 

1.1 Introduction 

Fluvial bank erosion is closely related to the sediment transport and 

ohannel resistanoe aspeots of river hydraulics. Consequently 9 the prooesses 

which lead to the establishment of stable, non-eroding banks are presumably 

explainable in the context of sediment hydraulios. 

Most of the past research in sediment hydraulics has been ooncerned with 

the determination of sediment load and resistanoe in channels with non-erodible 

baxlks, BOOh as :in the laboratar:y. flumes of Vanoni and Brooks (1957): Thus "bed" 

processes are perhaps better understood than "bank" prooesses. An explanation 

of "bank" processes must be predioated on an understanding of "bedVl phenomena. 

The field of fluvial hydraulios is fraught with oonflicting theories that 

have existed side-by-side for deoades in the absence of ooncl~9ive evidence. 

On the other hand researohers who have offered different explanations of certain 

bed phenomena have failed to realize the underlying equivalence of the varimm 

theories. Further progTess depends upon the development of general principles 

that will unify river hydraulics as a whole. 

In this chapter an attempt is made to develop a more oomplete framework 

for the speoifioation of alluvial river flow within whioh existing and future 
, 

sediment transport and resistanoe relations can be expressed. Initially a 

. formulation for bed processes, whioh ignores banks altogether~ is developed. 

This is then extended to the oase of erodible ·banks. The treatment for bed 

prooesses is a generalization of (and owes much to) previous treatments by, 

for example, Yalin (1964), Alam, Cheyer, and Kenl~e~ (1966), Willis and 

Coleman (1969), Ashida and Michiue (1972), Vanoni (1974)~ and Pe.terson (1975). 

1.2 The Formal Alluvial River 

The interaction of water and sediment has traditionally been investigated 

in terms of an abstraction, conSisting of two-d~ensional (longitudinal and 

vertical) uniform, steady flow over a bed conSisting of st~tistically uniform, 

non-cohesive erodible material (Fi g. 1-1). For such a flow, channel width is 

infinite and need not be considered; t h usb e d. processes are isolated from 

bank processes. Rivers fulfilling the above restrictions do not exist in 

* For Chapter 1 references see pages 14-15. 
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nature, so they are termed "formal alluvial rivers" herein. 

The formal alluvial river is approximately realized in laboratory .flumes 

wi th solid walls, and in straight reach~s of rivers and canals whioh have 

complete bank protection, with the restriction that the depth-width ratio be 

small enough to render bank effects negligible. When bank effects are not 

negligibl~, a correction for bank: influences can be made using~ for example" 

Johnson's (1942) method, which has experimental support (Williams~ 1970)e 

1.3 Parameters 

The pertinent variables of formal river hydraulics are water discharge per 

unit width q, vertically averaged flow velocity U, flow depth D, water surface 

slope S, bed stress f, sediment discharge per unit width Clg9 '~ypical sediment 

diameter Ds' sediment and water density Psiand P, water lkinematic viscosity v? 

acceleration of gravity g, and various dimensionless sediment shape, size 

distribution, and porosity factors Pi' i = 1 9 2,3, ••• The first five quantities 

represent averages over irregularities due to bed forms. Note that channel width 

B, being infinite, need not be included. 

There are twelve parameters in the above list (Pi is counted once as a 

. vector parameter). Either more or fewerlparameters could be included, requiring 

the application of more or fewer constraints henceforth. The above list is 

considered to be both brief and basic. 

1.4 Non-Dimensional Groupings 

Dimensional analysis is used to reduce th~ parameter listo The metho~of 

course, provides no new physical information, but rather determines the minimum 

list that need be considered without loss of generality. From the twelve 

dimensional parameters, exactly nine independent dimensionless groupings can be 

formed; within these bounds the specific parameters are arbitrary_ The follow

ing list is chosen herein. 

r= (PS - 1) 
P 

,,.* __ 7'_ 

- prgDs 

D 
R=j) 

s 

dimenSionless discharge per unit 
width 

sediment buoyancy parameter 

Shields ,stress 

relative roughness 



S :::r 

P. :: 
;J. 
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slope 

Einstein sediment disoharge 

friotion faotor (resistanoe 
ooeffioient) 

partiole Reynolds number 

sed~ent faotors (e.g. standard 
deviation) 

All of these parameters, in addition to a host of others that oan be 

formed from them (e.g. Froude numberh have been used previously by various 

investigators. Note that the Shields stress, the friotion faotor, and the 

relative roughness have not been divided into grain and bed form oomponents; 

also sed~ent disoharge has not been divided into bed and suspended load. 

Such differentiations are not neoessary for the treatment herein, although 

they oan be inoluded oonsistently if desired. 

1'2 General Constraints: Load and Resistanoe RelationShips 

The speoifioation of oonstraints on the dimensionless variables alloWS . 

. for further reduotion. Constraints are of two types~ universal and Speoifioo 

Two universal oonstraints are those ~posed by mass and momentum conservation 

of the water; q = UD and 7" = pgDS, or in dimensionless form 

7'*:: RS/r 

Thus two parameters can be eliminated from the non-'dimensional list; they a:re 

arbitrarily ohosen to be R and q. 

Two 'additional universal oonstraints express the behavior of the water 

and sediment interaction. They are oommonly termed bed resistanoe and sedi

ment transport xoate relationships, and from the etandpoint of oonti:nU'\llll meohanios 

are the appropriate oonstitutive relationshipS of water-sediment flow. The 

most general forms r,or these constraints are 

(1-3) 
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fQ (0, q*, 7*, S; ~, r, Pi) = 0 (1-4) 

Eliminating a and q* in the above relationships reduces them to 

a = $1 (7*, S; ~, r., Pi) (1-5) 

* ~ (*) (1 6) q=cj)2 7 ,S;Rp,r,pi -

The semicolons have been inserted to indicate that the three parameters to. the 

right of them are completely determined by the type of sediment used and 

temperatur~ (Note that non-cohesive sediment only is oonsidered). 

The fact that rivers are observed to behave in a systematic fashion 

indicates that relationships (1-5) and (1-6) must exist •. It is not, however, 

necessary that the relationships be single-valued, and indeed in the transi

tion regime (Froude number F =~ i"V 1) there is reason to suspect double-
"VgD . 

valued behavior. 

Although the above relationships are of the most general form, other para

meters could have been used. The Shields stress has been used simply to 

facilitate comparison with previous relationships. However many investigators 

(e.g. Maddock, 1969) have claimed that bed resistance or sediment transport 

oorrelates better with velocity than with bed stress. . Both modes of el..'J.IC'ession 

. are consistent in the context of the present analysis. If a dimensionless average 

velocity if = _~ is defined, equations (1-5) and (1-6) can be transforined, 
-yrgDs . 

using equations (1-1) and (1-2), into 

* . a = <1\ (u , S; Bp, r, Pi) ,(1-7) 

(1-8) 

Ii'he parameters 7* and S oould also have been replaced by q and F, f'or 

example, in a completely consistent fashion. It is this flexibility of the 

constitutive equations that can bring unity to the varie{y of relationships 

available in the literature. 

The genera.lity of the above relationshiIB ;is however in marked. contrast t.o 

most of the relationships that exist in the literature, which t~ to relate 

q* and a to a single parameter, usually the Shields stress. For example, 

consider the Einstein-Brown (Brown, 1950) bed load relationship. It has the 

form 
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where A = PT* G' G. refers to grain stress, and P is a function of Bp.' 
This relationship gives q*' as a function of two parameters where five are 

required in general, and furthermore it assumes some kind of similarity to 

,. reduce them to a single variable. Such fortuitous circumstanoes are indeed 

conceivable, but the relatively poor predictive quality of this relationship 

~ and other similar relationships suggests otherwise. 

r,~ 

The fact that the relationship for bed resistance and. sediment transporot 

occur as a pa~r should be noted. A consistent treatment must include the two 

together. 

1.6 Formal River Flow Relationships 

The parameters T* and C can be eliminated from equations (1-5) and 

(1-6) using equations (1-1) and (1-2). The resulting relationships can be ex

pressed in the form 

* ('r + l)q 
;c 
q 

(1-10) 

is the concentration by weight of sediment material in transport. (The· 

approximation is valid for most cases of practical interest.) A format 

similar to the above was first suggested by Peterson (1975). 

If equations (1-9) and (1-10) are known, for, example in graphical form, 

and if, bed material and temperature are specified, the~ specification of any 

two of the parameters 

of the other two. 

,v' . 
q, C , R, and S . 13 is enough to allow for oalcula.tion 

Most existing load and. resistance equations are cumbereome,and in cases 

of practical interest an iterative procedure ,must be employed~However, any 

pair of load and resistance relationships oan be reduoed to the form of 

equations (1-9) and (1-10). A comparison with laboratory ,flume data or the 

prediotion of flume and river behavior is then a direct caloulation. 

1.7 Specific Constraints 

Four general constraints on the nine original variables have been 

delineated. A oomplete specification of the ~low requires five more oonstraints. 

• I!o' 

',:" 
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Specification of the type of sediment on the bed and the water 

temperature provides' a determination of r, Rp , and Pi. lJ.1hese constraints 

are specific in that they vary from flume to flume and from river to river. 

Two more specific constraints are required to make the problem determinate. 

In the case of the laboratory sediment-feed flume (as an approximation to the 

* formal river) appropriate values of q and q (and thus q and C) are 
f3 

selected by the operator. From equations (1-9) and (1-10) the as yet unknown 

equilibrium slope S and relative roughness R can be calculated 

In a recirculating flume with an outlet weir of constant elevation, conser~a

tion of sediment material can be used to show that, in addition to q, S is 

also predetermined, allowing for a calculation of the unknowns R and Os. In 

anothe"r type of recirculating flume, q' and R are predetermined, and the 

unknowns C Band S can be calculated from equa tiona (1-9) and (1-10.) • 

In the case of the wide natural river of assumed constant width, the oon

straints take a more complex form. In principle the value of q at a section of 

a river is determined by that fraction of the preCipitation occurring in the water-

* shed above the section which appears as runoff. Furthermore q is determined by 

the rate of watershed denudation caused by runoff. However, discha~g~ q and 

slope S are two fluvial parameters that can be determined with relative ease. 

The.time scales associated with watershed denudation or tectonic lifting are so 

large that for many purposes, including the analysis of meandering and braiding, 

it is sufficient to consider the discharge q and the river channel slope S as 

specific constraints. 

lJ.1hus for natural rivers equations (1-9) and (1-10) take a most interesting 

and useful form. For a given river it is known that the energy slope varies 

li ttle from S even during floods, and can be assumed to be known. Equation 

(1-9) provides a discharge-depth relationship and equation (1-10) a discha.rge~ 

load relationship from which flood stage and other characteristics can be 

obtained directly from information concerning discharge. 

1.8 Simplification and Evaluation 

Equations (1-9) and (1-10) can be evaluated explicitly and accurately 

using laboratory and field data. Once evaluated, both a practical tool and a 
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basis for oomparison-of the results of theoretioal andseroi-theoretical deriva

tions is available. Both eCluations oontain six va:dables, but Slome ,a imp li·

fioation seems warranted. The alluvial material in most laboratory flumes alld 

in nearly all rivers has a speoifio gravity of 2.65; thus r oan be taken to 

be a oonstant eClual to 1.65. Another reasonable assumption is that the 

parameters P. have a negligible effect on other flow oharacteristics. This 
~ 

approximation is supported in the oase of the standard deviation of the sedi-

ment size distribution by Vanoni and Brooks (1951), but is probabl~' not com

pletely acourate. Indeed, in the cases of aggradation and degradation, not 

oonsidered herein, the assumption woUld be untenable. However, for equilibrium 

flows with sediment which has at least a roughly Gaussian size distribution, 

the deviations in flow pattern due to two different distributions with the same 

average diameter is apparently small. 

ECluations (1-9) and (1-10) then reduce to 

S ::: fl (q', R; ~) 

Os ::: f2 (q, R; ~) 

(1-11) 

. (1-12) 

In this form they can be expressed graphically by the use of observed datae 

This has not been done to date due to the lack of sufficient data, and in 

particular the lack of sediment transport data from natural rivers. However, 

it can be expeoted that the necessary information will be available in the 

near future. (See the oompendium of over 6,000 sets of data fram rivers, canals" 

and laboratory flumes of Peterson and Howells, 1973). 

1.9 Examples of FOrmal River Flow Graphs 

Any pair of load and resistance eCluations can be cast in the form of 

eCluations (1-11) and (1-12). As an example,Peterson's (1975) diagrams are 

presented in Fi gs. 1-2a through l-2j in which Os and S are given as 

oontour funotions of q ~ R for a speoific range of values of Rt>. As a 

practical matter Rp = ,g ~ D S has been replaoed by partiole diameter Ds' 

because much of the data lacks the temperature information necessary to 

oaloulate v. The graphs were determined by fitting equations of the form 

q = Kl Rml Snl 
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to the data of Peterson and Howells (1973). The constraints IS., ~, ~, m2 , 

nl , and n2 are found to be functions of Ds ' as given in Fig. 1-3. 

The enormous amount of data used to determine the Peterson graphs insures 

that they are at least roughly accurate over most of the range of river para

meters and in this respect are superior to relationships whioh have been 

evaluated by use of flume data and extrapolated to field conditions. However, 

it appears that the form of the assumed equations is too Simple to acoount for 

same observed river phenomena that have been well-documented in the laboratory, 

such as transition effeots and a general tendenoy for the lines of oonstant Os 
to crowd as R decreases. This will be discussed in greater detail later. 

Engelund's (1967) similarity theory of sediment transport is one of,the 

more advanoed semi-theoretioal approaohes in that both resistanoe and load 

relationships are derived together. His analytioal relationships apply to 

lower-regime flow with dune (rather than ripple) resistanoe. They may be 

expressed in the form 

where "r* is grain stress, t/i is defined by 

(C f'r 1/2 "" 6 + 2.5 ..en (tPR!2.5) 

. and * ' *5/2 Cq = 0.05 r 

When plotted as formal river flow relationships in Fig. 1- 4, only a single 

page is required because of the absenoe of the partiole Reynolds numbe~ Ep. 
This is partly because the equations do not apply to the two transitional 

regimes from smopth to rough flow,and from lower to upper regime. However, a 

oomp~ison with Peterson's equations shows that even in the hydraulically rough 

regime where dune resistanoe i~ to be expected, the parameter Ep plays an 

important role and thus cannot be ignored in its entirity. On the other hand, 

the laboratory-verified tendenoyfor lines of constant ooncentration to crowd 

together at low values of R or q shows olearly on the Engelund plot but is 

absent from the Peterson plots. The latter also fails to delineate oritica.l 

conditions for sediment movement. 

A third example was oonstructed by oombining the graphical resistance rela

tionships of Alam, Cheyer, and Kennedy (1966) with the Meyer-Peter and Muller 

(1948) load relationship, whioh was arbitrarily modified to account for variation 

in the critioal Shields stress with particle Reynolds number. The load relat.ionsbip 
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q * = 8 (.p T * _ r *) 3/2 
c 

is 

where r/ is given as a function of Rp in Fig. 1-5. 'I'his figl.:lre is 

essentially equivalent to the modified Shields diagram given by Gessler (1971). 

Alam et al. divide the friction factor C into a component due to grain stress, 

t/J C, and a component due to bedform stress, (1 - Ijf)C. They use the relationship 

( ./, );"1/2 ( 1 2.51) 
8'1' C = -2 loglO 14.8R + ~ 4q Rp 

for gTain stress and provide a graphical plot of (1 - t/J)O as a function of R 

* and U. It can be shown that for .sufficiently large values of lip the 

dependence of C on ~ becomes negligible, and behavior rather similar to the 

Engelund graph results. The Alam et ale resistance relationship apply only to 

sand-bed rivers with values of Ds between .088 and .930 rom. For this 

reason a single graph was calculated, with Rp = 29, (Ds = .37 rom at 2000) whi.ch 

appears as Figure 1-6. The character of the curves of constant S is a result 

of their being determined directly from actual data rather than through curve

fitting. The double-valued behavior of the curves at high slopes (for S = 2 x 10-3 

and q" = 8 x 103, two values of R, 5.6 x 102 and 8 x 102 , exist) appears to 

reflect transition from lower (dune) to upper (antidune) regime. 

1.10 The Self-Formed Non-Cohesive River 

The above results apply strictly to a river of infinite width. A similar 

analysis may be made for a real river with finite wid"bh and with banks and bed 

composed of non-cohesive material of a statistically homogeneous size distribution. 

The method is completely general,' in an attempt to provid.e a framework for 

graphical solution of the flow in such channels. 

Longitudinally uniform, steady-state flow in a straight river channel 

with the above characteristics is considered. Since the banks are erodible, 

they may be altered by the flow. For given hydraulic conditions it may' be 

surmised that among all the cross-sections that will carry the required sedi

ment load without. eroding the banks, the cross-section with minimum width is 

somehow uniquely determined. 

It is commonly assumed that discb.a.:t'ges close to bank full are those most 

effective in determining channel geometry. Discharges smaller than the bank full 

range presumably have less erosive power. Discharges greater than bank full 
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encourage deposition as well as erosion. Thus bank full discharges appear to 

have the greatest erosive power with respect to the total channel geometry, 

and it can be expected that bank erosion or deposition will occur until a 

geometry that is stable at bank full flow eventually develops. Since no 

further bank erosion will then occur, the developed width can be expected to 

be close to the minimum necessary to provide long-term balru1ce in the rivera 

The problem, in terms of primary bank erOSion, becomes that of finding the 

channel geometry which is just stable at bank full discharge. 

1.11 The Width Relationship 

The fact that the banks are composed of erodible material introduces an 

extra degree of freedom when compared with formal river hydraulics. Th~ the 

list of nine dimensionless parameters presented earlier, r*, q'*, q, R, S, Of :r p 

l1?, and Pi' must be increased by one, the depth-width ratio, 12 = n. Likewise, 
B 

if the problem of specifying the width of the channel is to be determinate, an addi-

uObalconstraint must exist. The dimensionless variables can be reduced in a 

fashion that is ~logous to formal channel flow, so that the most general 

form of the width relationship is 

(1-13) 

where the subscript B indicates that r* and n are to be evaluated at 

bank-full conditions. 
. -1 

Nearly all non-cohesive rivers are wide (Q < 10 . ) so that the banks have 

negligible effect on the bed and equation (1-13) can be used directly in 

conjunction with equations (1-5) and (1-6) evaluated at bank full conditions 
-

and with values of depth, discharge, and sediment load that have been crosa-

sectionally averaged. 

1.1'2 Flow Relationships for SeU-Formed, Non-Cohesive Channels 

Since width is an unknown, total discharge of water and sediment Q and 

Qs are more meaningful parameters than the values per unit width. DimensionleS.s 

total water and sediment discharges are defined to be 

Q'- Q, 
- ~D2 

., ,L" f9-' S S 

and 
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The dimensionless mass ba1anoe equation (1-1) is expressed in the form 

(1-14) 

where the subscript B indicates that R, C and Cs (equation 1-16) are to 

be evaluated at bank full conditions. Between equations (1-2), (1-5), (1-6), 

(1-13), and (1-14) it oan be seen that resistance, load, and width relationships 

oan be oast in the forms 

S = fl (~, ~; B:P, r, Pi) (1-15), 

csB = f2 (~, ~; ~, r, Pi) (1-16) 

0B = f 3 (~, ~, B:P, r, Pi) (1-17) 

where again the relationship may be multi-valued. It is then possible to 

specify, at least in principle,the relationship between bank full geometry 

and disoharge. Neither suffioient data nor plausib~e theory exists at present 

whioh would provide a general and useful determination of these relationships, 

the best attempt perhaps being ,regime theory., However, a tentative approaoh to , 

the problem will be presented in Chapter 3. 

1.13 Speoifio Constraints for Self-Formed, Non-Cohesive Rivers 

Mass and momentum balanoe, and load, reSistance, and width relationships

provide five constraints on'the ten variables. As before, if sedfment oharac
teristios and temperature are known in the oase or speoifio rivers, then ;', 

lip, and Pi are known. 
I , ' 

In the oase of a laboratory sediment~feed flume with an erodible-bank 

'ohar.lne1, ~ and ~ (or equivalently ~ and, CsB) are arbitrary and th'Cur 

provide the two final oonstraints. 

An erodible-bank reoiroulating flume ,presents a different problem. If it 
is assumed that the flume has a oonstant~elevatipn outflow weir, but is free " 

, to a.ggTa.de or degTade at the inflow point, the appropriate o~nstraint can be ' 

derived by realizing that sediment is oonserved in the system. The oonstraint 

(derived in ,Appendix 1) is 

(1-18) 
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or in dimensionless £orm 

(1-19) 

where a l = 1f /2 D fI and a2 = Brlns 1f is flume length p DfI is the 

initial depth of the channel molded in the sand (not depth of flow), and Br 

and S1 are initial ohannel width and slope, respectively. 

rf experiments in ohannels with erodible banks are provia.ed with initial 

oross-sections that are narrower than the one which ultimately develops, then 

according to equation (1-18) if the width increases to a value BI + ~B, 

then 

where S = Sr +dS. Thus the constraint indicates that increased width should 

be accompanied by inoreased slope. 

Approximate constraints for the natural non-cohesive river may be established 

on the assumption that bank full disoharge ~ and slope S are known. 

Thus if equations (1-15) through (1-11) are known, enough constraints exist 

to enable a determination of bank full geometry and flow oharacteristios in 

straight, non-cohesive rivers. The major practical drawback at present is the 

lack of a good width relationship. 

1.14 A Comparison of Sediment Feed and Recirculating Systems 

Both recirculating and sediment-feed£lumes have been used to provide 

laboratory approximations of natural rivers. It is clear that neither provides 

the same constraints that exist in nature. FurthermorEil, neither type is intrin

sically superior to the other. The equivalence of the two methods is indicated 

by the faot that both cases are covered by the same universal constraints and 

can be solved USing the same sets of equations [equations (1-9) and (1-10) for 
formal flow, and equations (1-15) through (1-11) for self.:..formed non-cohesive flow.] 

Rather, the two methods simply view. different parts of the same totality. 

In sediment-feed flumes the final result obtained is independent of the 

slope (or cross-sectional geometry if the banks are. erodible) of the initial 

channel. Any excess sediment is eventually washed out of the system, and any 

sedim~nt deficiency is eventually supplied from upstream. Thus initial slope, 

depth, or cross-sectional geometry do not affect the final result. However 
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the results obtained in recirculating flumes are highly dependent upon the 

initial conditions of the channel. In the case of formal flow, once the depth 

or slope is set, depending on the specific flume type, this value must be 

maintained no matter what other changes take place. In the case of self-

formed non-cohesive flow, equation (1-19) shows that initial channel geometry 

will always affect the final results. lJ!o see this, consider a par'bicle of sand 

eroded from the banks of the initial channel. If the flume was of the sediment

feed type, it would be eventually physically removed from the system. In 

recirculating flumes, this partiole of sand from the banks of the initial 

ohannel remains on the bed of the ohannel, moving from plaoe to plaoe but never 

leaving the· system, and thus in a sense the system "remembers" its initial 

state. 

An examination of Fig.1-6.illustrates a point of interest conoerning 

the oons'braints on formal flow. It oan be seen that if q and ;It (or q and Os) 

are speoified, then a unique solution exists for S and Cs (or S and R). 

However speoifioation of q and S does not always lead to unique solutions 

for R and C ; in faot in the transition region it oan be seen that two values 
s 

of R and C exist. s 

1.15 Conolusion 

A general framework has been developed for the solution of formal 
river and self-formed non-oohesive river flow. General derivations for resis

tanoe, load, and width relationships have been established. lJ!hese relationships 

oan be evaluated with data, and all existing empirical or semi-theoretical 

relationships that are dimensionally homogeneous can be cast in tbe general 

form in a way that facilitates comparison. ~be format leads to a direct 

graphical solution for such parameters as depth and. sediment discharge. 

It bas been shown that enough constraints exist to speoify solution sets, 

but that these solution sets are not necessarily unique. lJ!he meaning of the 

various specific constraints assooiated with flume type bas been olarified. 
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A longitudinal cross~section of a formal alluvial river of infinite 
width. 0 is channel depth and U is vertically averaged flow 
velocity. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE NATUBE OF :MEANDERING AND BRAIDING 

2.1 Introduction 

It is evident that rivers in nature are rarely straight. They most 

t ypioally wind in and around bars and banks of their own oreation. Two basio 

types of deviation from the 'straight are reoognized in rivers, meandering and 

* braiding. (Various other minor subclassifioations exist, as Dtiry (1969), has 

noted,,) 

Meandering rivers generally possess single channels that wind in a 

moderately regular faabion between alternating point bars (Fig s • 2-1 and 2-2). 

These bars, combined with a primary pool and orossing pattern with the pools 

opposite the bar apex and the shallow orossing located between alternate pools, 

are characteristic of meandering streams. In addition, a secondary pattern of 

alternate pools and riffles, with a longitudinal wave length that is IllUCh 

shorter than the primary pattern, is often present in streams of considerable 

sinuosity (Keller, 1972), (Fig. 2-3). The entire pattern exhibits, to varyi~ 

degrees, a tendency to migrate downstream. 

, Meandering and its associated bar pattern is observed to oocur at any 

discharge, any slope, and in any type of bed material, and is much more comm.on 

than braiding. At the same discharge, a stream with lower slopes and finer bed 

material will show a greater tendency to meander~ As slopes becane exceedingly 

flat and bed and bank material tends toward silt ~ meandering of spectacular 

sinuosity may be observed. Sinuosity may develop to the point that meander 

bends are cut off, leaving isolated oxbow lakes. The banks are cohesive and 

erosion-resistant due to the presence ofc~ and silt (Schumm, 1960), and 

thus the channel tends to be narrow and deep. Fine material oarried in sus

pension may be deposited on the banks during floods, creating natural levees 

and back swamps. It is the interaction of water and sediment when flow ~akes 

place that creates the meander pattern. The prominent bars and the winding 

patterns which are apparent to the observer during the low flow regime are 

aotually properties of the stream bed that were developed by flood discharges, 

at which time they are inundated. A stream viewed during the low water period 

represents a~tively inaotive stream pattern that was oreated by successive 

flood occurrences. 

* For Chapter 2 referenoes, see pages' 79-80. 
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Braided channels are similar to meandering ohannels in that they are 

oharaoterized by bars which are formed at flood disoharges. The bars appear 

as islands during low flow, during whioh the ohannel is divided into a number 

of ohannels that wind between the islands. Braided rivers often have low 

depth-width ratios and high slopes, and often have beds and banks oomposed of 

ooarse sediment. These oonditions are typioally fulfilled in or at the base 

of mountainous regions. Rivers have a tendenoy to be braided in theirupatream 

reaohee but to have meanders in their downstream reaches. In some oases, however, 

the reverse may be true. For example, the Congo River has a low-slope with 

reaohes that apparently braid due to their great width, and the Yellow 

River (Ning, 1961) has wide, steep-sloped reaches that braid in the alluvial 

silt. A tendenoy for the downstream shifting of the bar pattern is &lso 

observed in braided ohanne1s. The typioal laok of oohesion of the ohannel 

material and the steep slopes often lead to more rapid ohanges in braided ohannels 

than those observed in meandering streams. 

Both the meandering and the braided states are oharacterized by 

bar patterns. For reasons that are not well understood, tis oharacteristio 

pattern is neoessary for equilibrium. The equilibrium itself has a statistioa1 

nature so that, although partioular bars migrate, are modified, or are out 

off, the gross pattern remains the samelwith respeot to time. 

2.2 Initiation of Meandering and Braiding in Straight Channels 

The faot that straight ohannels do not exist in nature suggests tllat 

straight ohannels do not represent a stable equilibrium. MOre positive 

evidenoe is found in oonneotion with man-made channels. A olassio example 

of this is the Skuna River above Grenada Reservoir in Mississippi (Yang and 

Stall, 1973) which was a typioal meandering stream until channelized in a 

straight alignment (Fig. 2-4). The response of the stream was a tendenoy to 

reattain its former equilibrium. Shortly after straightening, an alternate 

bar pattern appeared within the new channel, giving the low flow a sinuous 

alignment. 

The incipient meander pattern in the new channel closely resembles the 

old pattern. Examples from a drainage ditoh, from Anderson (1967) (Fig. 2-,5), 

and an artifioially aligned and revetted reach of the Rio Grande River, from 

Fahnesto ok and Maddock (1964), illustrate the formation of alternate bars 

characteristio of incipient meandering or braiding in straight ohannels~ At 

low flow, when the bars are exposed, the Sinuosity of the flow oan be olearly 
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seen. Such incipient meandering or braiding in straight channels rarely 

represents stability. This is vividly depioted in the laboratory results 

shown in Fig. 2-6 where the incipient pattern leads t(1) local 

bank erosion, and, in time, to the establishment of fully-developed channel 

meandering. The photos were taken during a low flow in order to delineate 

the bed pattern. Keller (1972) and Kinoshita (1957) have documented the 

same process in the field (Fig. 2-7). Figure 2-8 shows channel meandering 

which has developed in an initially s~raight irrigation canal. 

The fact that this process occurs rather slowly in nature gives the 

impression of permanence to channelized streams that have been given.a straight 

alignment. It appears, however, that permanence can be affected only by bank 

revetment sufficiently resistant to prevent all bank erosion (in which case 

bar formation remains in the incipient stage) or by eliminating the sediment 

load, in which case the agent for bar formation no longer exists. The 

second option can be attained in the case of artificial oanals by preventing 

the entrance of sediment into the system by appropriate head works and by design 

so that the oritioal conditions for sediment movement are never reached. 

However, this option is usually not available in theoase of a ohannelized 

natural watercourse. 

2.3 The Concept of :Bar Instability 

Field and laboratory observations have indicated that straight rivers 

have a natural tendenoy to form bars leading to either meandering or braiding. 

This tendency will be referred to as libar inatabHi ty. Ii 

The nature of the instability oan be examined by using the methods of 

olassioal stability analysis. First,a solution for the straight flow is 

obtained, and then perturbations characteristic of meandering or braiding are 

imposed on the solution. If the perturbations tend to grow in time, the 

straight ohannel is unstable and a transition to a meandering or braided state 

will occur; otherwise,the channel will remain straight. 

Stability analysis provides no information about the exact nature of the 

final equilibrium state after an instability has developed. However, it helps 

to answer the question as to which straight channels will remain straight, 

which will meander, and which will braid. Furthermore, an estimate of the 

instability wave length and braid number can be obtained. Such information 
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is invaluable for the analysis of problems involving local bank erosion. 

The analysis of aotual rivers presents insurmountable diffioulties, so 

reoourse is had to an idealized model that retains the essenoeof the 

problem. The proposed model alluvial river is assumed to have a hydrauli

cally smooth bed oonsisting of erodible material, parallel, vertical, non

erodible banks, and an undisturbed reotangular oross-seotion on Which the 

bar-like perturbations will be superimposed (Fig. 2-9). Channel alignment 

is assumed to be straight, with oonstant longitudinal slope S and oonstant 

disoharge Q. Alternate bar patterns of the same type as those observed in 

the field have been produced in.the laboratory, in flumes oorresponding 

exactly to the proposed model river, by Kinoshita (1957) and Chang, Simons, 

and Woolhiser (1971). Sinusoidal, bar-like perturbations with arbitrary 

longitudinal wave length, A, and number of braids, lI)., are to be intro

duced on the originally flat bed. In Fig. 2-10 the planform of the model 

river at low flow, when the bars are expos ed, is given for various degcees 

of braiding. It oan be seen that in terms of the proposed analysiS, 

meandering becomes a speoial case of braiding that possesses one braid. 

The stability analysis of the system under oonsideration should provide 

a unified treatment of meandering and braiding whio~traditiona.lly,have peen 

~ssumed to be due to completely different prooesses--the former supposed~ being 

caused by secondar,y helioal flow induoed by channel curvature and the latter 

supposedly due to ohannel aggradation. 

2.4 Results of Wide-Channel Stability Analysis 

An outline of an analysis of bar instability in the model alluvial 

ohannel is presented in Appendix II. The analysiS is valid for. channels that 

are so wide (~< < 1) that bank effeots are negligible. The following para

meters are defined; 

B 

F _--L 
-19Do' 

is unperturbed flow depth 

is channel width 

is unperturbed flow velocity 

is unperturbed Froude number 

.1 
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is meander or braid wave number (dimensionless) 

is ohanne1 width wave number (dimensionless) 

is friot;ion ooeffioientdefined bY' 
T 

Co=~ where TO' is bed stress, and 

is a dimensionless sediment transport rate 

where e is bed porositY' 

Meander-Braid Re,gime Criterion. Let E'~ be a parameter (See Appendix II) 

defined by 

E'* = Co _ 1 §. ~ 
1 -1 - 1T' F Do 
-F K 
2 B 

Then meandering ocours for (*« 1, or §.« Do. Braiding occurs for ,(*»1, 
F B, 

or . ~ »~o. Transition between meandering and braiding oocurs for (*~O(l) 
S Do 

or i ~ B These relationships represent a theoretical illustration of the 

frequently observed faot that meandering ohannels have small ,slopes and are ,-
. narrow and braiding channels have steep slopes and are wide. A meander-braid 

regime diagram constructed using these criteria is presented in Fig. 2-11. 

Number of Braids. When m is greater than unity (m> 1), the number of' 

braids m is always adjusted so that m - (*. Th~refore ~ processes such as 

aggradation, whioh lead to steeper slopes and wide ohannels, aggravate 'the, 

tendenoy to braid." Sinoe m oan only take integral values ,equal to O:t' greater 

than unity, m = _1 rega.rd-le s s of' the value of E'* in the case of'. 

meandering (E*« 1). Thi,s may be related to the faot that: narrow channels. 

often develop greater sinuosity than'wide channels. 

Meander and Braid Wave 'Length. For the case of' meandering an explicit reia-

t.ronship for K, and thus meander length X, can. be derived. It has the fo:r;m 
K-(xCo)l(~ , wherelS. = 1/2 mF-1 KB and m ;"'1, giving " 

A = 2-fiT <I»~ Co- 1/ 2 F 1/2 , 

~ 
(2.2) 
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where 

<1>0 = [(1 + N2)(1 + M2) + M2(1 - Nl ) + F-2(1 - Nl ) (M! - M2 -

. M2 M12 (Nl - 1) . 

<l> = Fl / 2 <I> .1 0 

111/4 ll] 

where the M's and N's are ooeffioients defined in Appendix II. The difference 

between these equations is only in how the Froude number· is absorbed into the 

para:m.eters <1>0 and <1>1' Equation (2.2) has the same form as AndersonVs (1967) 
relationship. Thus, equations (2.2) and (2.3) are referred to as, respeotively~ 

the first and second forms of the modified Anderson relationship. Furthermore, 

the coeffioient of instability for this value of K is 

,In the case of braiding an explicit relationship for K mUst be obtained 

numerically; however, an estimate of thi~.re~~tionship is K::::C 0 .... !?r " ... 

DA ~ 27TC o- l (2.5) 
o 

The Role of Sediment Transport. It is clear from equation (AII~ 11) of 

Appendix II. that instability vanishes as ~ beoomes small. Thus, sediment 

transport is a necessary condition for the formation of bar inStability both in 

the flow and on the bed. However, the stationary points of this equation are 

independent of f3. It is ooncluded that if no sediment transport .. exists, no 

tendenoy for meandering or braiding will develop, even in the flow. However, if 

sediment is transported, the ooourrenoe of meandering or braiding and the longi

tudinal bar wave length will be independent of the sediment transport rate. It 

is shown in Appendix .111· that in suffioiently wide ohannels, bar instability 

cb'araoteristio of meandering or braiding always exists in ohannels whioh 

oarry sediment. 

2.5 Stability Analysis with Bank Effeots 

Wide-channel analysis has been used to distinguish meandering and braiding 

regimes. However, Chang, et al. (1971), Aokers (1962), and Vinoent (1967) have 

.-.-.. -: ... ,_ ... 

.. 
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observed that for sufficiently large values of ;- , alternate bar patterns 

do not form. It-is shown in Appendix IV that bank effects, l!Jbich are negligible 

in wide ohannels, exert a damping influenoe on bar instability. It is found 
Do -1 that stable ohannels become possible for values of ~ greater than 10 • 

This information is used to provide a modified, meander-braid-straight regime 

diagram, whioh is illustrated in Fig. 2-12. 

The new oriterion indioates that initially straight oanals may remain 

straight if the ohannel is designed so that on the one hand it is wide enough 

to transport the design disoharge without general bank erosion and on the other 

hand is narrow enough so that bar instability is damped. The fact that 

straight streams are observed only rarely in the field is perhaps related to 

the faot that natural bank-full depth-width ratios greater than 10-1 are 

almost non-existent. Thus it appears that natural rivers oannot be trained 

permanently into a straight oourse without oomplete bank proteotion or 

oontinuous maintenanoe. 

2.6 Comparison with Field and Laboratory Data 

A comparison of the results of stability analysis with data was attempted. 

In Table AV-I of Appendix V, basio data from 167 laboratory experiments oarried 

out by nine groups of researohers is compiled for referenoe purposes. The 

data includes ohannels whioh maintained a straight alignment and ohannels in 

whioh meandering or braiding developed. The discharges range from 0.31 litersl 

seo. to 113 liters/sec. The st. Anthony Falls experiments are described in 

more detail in later section of this report. 

The meander-braid-straight diagram of Fig. 2-12 is tested in Fig. 2-13 

using laboratory data from Table AV-l. Field data have been similarly plotted 

in Fig. 2-13. The field data inoludes 22 stable, straight canals from Simons 

(1957) and the 53 reaohes of natural rivers tabulated in Table AV-2 of 

Appendix V. As the stability theory predicts the boundaries between the several 

regimes only to an order of magnitude, their aotual exaot position has been 

adjusted on the basis of the observed data. According to the graph, Fig. 2 .. 13, 

braiding occurs when 

Do 1 S 
-<--
B 2 F 
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and the meander-braid transition falls in the region 

1 S Do S 
--<-<-
2 F B F 

and meandering develops ~hen 

[ < ~ < 6 :x: 10-2 
F B 

so the transition to straight falls in the region 

and ohannels remain straight when 

10- 1 <~ 2 :x: B 

The plot shows that good agreement with theoretical results is obtained over a 

wide range of channel sizes from that of laboratory e:x:periments to that of the 

Mississippi River. 

Where possible, field data estimated for bank full flow were used; however, in 

some cases the lack of suoh data required the inolusion of data from rivers based 

upon mean or other flow conditions. The disorepancies thus introduced do not appear . 

to be oritical; for e:x:a.m.ple, point 3 (D/B = 1.4 :x: 10-2, s/F = 6 :x: 10-4) on 

Fig. 2-13 is for a reaoh of the Mississippi River flowing at mean disoharge, while 

point 4 (D/B = 1.9 :x: 10-2, s/F = 1 :x: 10-3) represents bank full flow. Other 

souroes of inaccuracy include the fact that some of the data had to be estimated 

from information in the literature. However it is felt that all the data used 

were e:x:tracted in a reliable fashion and are appropriate for the analysis. 

Where possible, field data estimated for bank full flow were used; however, 

in some cases the laok of such data required the inclUSion of data from rivers 

based upon mean or other flow conditions. The discrepancies thus introduced 

do not appear to be oritical; for e:x:ample, point 3 on Fig. 2-13 :is .fl:D: a reach af'1he 

Mississippi River flowing at mean discharge, while point 4 represents bank full 

flow. Other sources of inaocuraoy include .the fact that some of the data had 

to be estimated from information in the literature. However it is felt that 

all the data used were extracted in a reliable fashion and are appropriate 

for the analysis. 

Figure 2-13 applies only to cases in which sediment transport occurred since, as 

equation (A2.11) shows, instability disappears when sediment transport is zero. 

The limit for straight natural rivers can then be estimated from a consideration 

of the oonditions for zero transport. For values of r* that are below the 

critical shear stress, T~ , given in Fig. 1-5, or for 
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* 
§. < L!....Q. -= t* 
F RF 

no sediment transport oocurs and a channel can be expected to remain straighto 

Figure 2-]2 has been m,odifi ed in Fig. 2-14 to include this new straight 

region corresponding to i' * = .0005, as an example Q 

The data from Table AV -1 were also used to test va:rious theoretical rela

tionships for meander length, including the relationships given by equations (2.2) 

and (2.3) which predict (respectively) the meander length scales. The relations 

A~2{IT~BD; Co-l / 2 Fl / 2 

A~24#..jB D~ Co -1/2 

as well as the Hansen (1967) relationship, 

the Werner (1951) relationship, 

and the original Anderson (1967) relationship, 

A.-72\I'BD Fl / 2 
o 

were compared with data. 

(2.2) 

These comparisons are shown in ]'igs. 2-15a through 2-15e. Since none of these 

equations can be expected to be exact, and at best can provide estimates of 

appropriate scales, the method of plotting has been ohosen to provide a test of 

this feature. The figures represent a dimensional plot of observed values of A 

against the theoretical estimate of meander length, AAl' calculated for the 

first form of the modified Anderson relationship (Fig. 2-15a); AA2' calculated 

from the second form of the modified Anderson relationship (Fig. 2-15b); and AA ' , 

AH ' and AW from the original Anderson relationship and the Hansen and Werner 

relationships (Figs. 2-15c, d, and e). The units are meters, so the dimensioned 

graph will indicate the range of the data. 

The requirements for a good scale relationship A-AT ' where AT is some 

meander length scale, is that (1) AT should estimate the order of magnitude of 

A, and (2) when A is plotted against AT on log-log graph paper over two 

decades or more, a general linear trend between the two should be visible. In 

short,' AT should estimate and be loosely linearly correlated with A. 
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Using these oriteria it is apparent from Fig. 2-15 that the first modified 

Anderson, Hansen, and Werner relationships are poor, whereas moderately good 

estimates are provided by the original and the seoond modified Anderson 

relation. Evaluating by eye the oonstant ~l in equation (2.14), it is found 

that meander length oan be roughly estimated by either of the formulas 

and 

Note that no data from natural rivers have been inoluded. The developed 

tortuosity of many natural rivers indioates oiroumstanoes whioh oannot be 

direotly oompared to the relatively small sinuosity of the laboratory, and 

thus the above two equations oannot be expeoted to apply. However they should 

provide estimates of the wave length of the meander pattern that first develops 

after straightening through ohannelization. 

Zeller (1967) has provided an empirioal relationship for meander length as 

a funotion of width, whioh olosely approximates 

~ = 10 
B 

This relationship was tested for the d~ta of Table AV-la in Fig. 2-16 whioh plots 

,\ versus B. It is seen that although ,\ oorrelates well with B the 

relationship is not linear. ~is indioates that the dimensionless parameter 

~ is not a oonstant but a funotion of other dimensionless parameters. It 

appears that relationships of the form i = oonstant are poor ~ppr~tions 
and do'not apply to meandering as it is observed in the laboratory. 

2.7 The St. Anthony Fans EYdraulio Laboratory Experiments 

Some of the data inoluded in Table AV-l were oolleoted at the st. Anthony 

Falls Hydraulio Laboratory during the oourse of this investigation of river 

ohannel stability. A series of six exp~riments were .performed in a multi-purpose 

ohannel and eight were performed in a tilting flume. 
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The portion of the multi-purpose channel used for these studies was 

36 meters long, 2.74 meters wide, and 1.8 meters deep (Fig. 2-17). It was 

filled with sand to a depth of 20 40 cm. Wooden rails along eaoh side of the 

channel were set at a longitudinal slope of .0049. Initial straight ohannels of 

various geometries were screeded by moving a template with the appropriate 

geometry along the rails. 

The top of the channel was equipped with steel rails tl1at su~ported a movable 

carriage. The carriage was fitted to serve as an observation platform as well 

as a mount for an automatic point gauge (Fig. 2-18) designed to track either 

the bed or the water surface. All three coordinates could be read by the 

probe and stored on magnetic tape for computer processing. This data-acquisition 

system~ermitted the collection of a comparatively large quantity of data with 

an accuracy of ±.l cm. 

Both water and sediment transported through the model channel were 

discharged into a large circular (radius 1.,5 m, depth .,5 m) basin. This basin 

had a hole in the bottom center which was connected to pumps so that the water

sediment mixture could be recirculated. A large rotating paddle'prevented 

undue deposition of sediment in the basin. The speed and position of the . 
paddle regulated the amount of sediment in suspension and thus controlled 

the rate at which the sediment was recirculated. Neither temperature nor 

sediment load was measured during the course of the multi-purpose channel 

experiments. 

Two pumps controlled by timers were 'ased to develop an artificial hydrograph. 

Hourly repeating hydro graphs consisting of at most three component discharges 

,(two pumps singly, both together) could.be imposed. Discharge could be Varied 

from .3 liters/sec. to 30 liters/sec. 

The sand used was of moderately irregular shape with a mean diameter 

D,50 = 0.22 mm, and a standard deviation, u, of 1.44~. The sand contained a 

small but noticeable quantity of silt and clay. 

Photographic apparatus included equipment for time-lapse ~ovies. 

The tilting flume is 12 meters long, .9 meter wide, and 0.3 meters deep 

(Fig. 2-19). .It was filled with sand to a dept1:t of approximately 10 cm. The 

slope of the flume could be adjusted mechanically from 0.0 to 0.02. Both the 

screeding template and the observation carriage ride on the channel walls. 
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A manual point gauge was used for data acquisition. 

Both sediment-feed and sediment recirculating systems were available, 

but only the recirculating system was used. A constant head was maintained 

in the outlet tank to facilitate recirculation. Discharge range was .2 liters/ 

sec. to 1.2 liters/sec. The sediment load was measured by determining the 

sediment concentration of swmples extracted from the return pipe. 

The sand in the tilting flume had a mean diBJlleter D50 = 0.62 nnn and a standard 

deviation, u = 1.39 mm; it was moderate-to well-rounded and the content of 

fines was negligible. 

Photographic apparatus again included equipment for time-lapse 

. photography • 

2.8 Experimental Results 

Preliminary experiments in the multi-purpose channel set at a slope of 0.007 

resulted in exclusively braided channels. Subsequently the slope was lowered 

to 0.0049 in an attempt to generate both meandering and braided channels by 

varying discharge and initial channel size and shape. Six experiments were 

conducted under these conditions. 

Basic data obtained from these experiments is tabulated in Table 2~1. 

The experiments were allowed to run from 264 to 524 hours. They were charac

terized by relatively low Froude numbers (F = .21 to .31, extremely high 

resistance coefficients (C~0.06 or Darcy-Weisbach f::::::0.5), and the general 

final development of a pattern that exhibited neither intense meandering nor 

intense braiding. The pattern rather was transitional. Another feature, 

apparently due to the small size of the bed material, was a oharacteristioally .,. 
rippled bed. There was a tendenoy for deposition of fines on the bars. Some of 

these aspects are illustrated in Fig. 2-2.0 a, which illustrates Run M-1-3, 

olalOSif:1ed as meandering, and in Fig. 2-20 b, which ill-u.strates Run M-1-4, which 

was classified as transitional meandering-braiding but appears closer to braiding. 

Both photographs were taken at lowered discharges with the addition of red dye to 

improve the visibility of the bed patterns. 

In both photographs bed patterns of markedly different length soales, 

ripple~and bars are visible. In some cases the fine rippling tends to 

obscure the location and shape of the bars. The bar patterns, while visible 

at low disoharge~ were usually oompletely submerged at the high disoharges 
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which formed them (Fig. 2-21). Sediment transport was in the mode of bed load 

except for the fines, which were carried in suspension. 

The initial width for Run M-l-l was much narrower than for the other 

runs. Initially meandering was observed, but as time passed the channel 

widened considerably due to the erosive power of the stream. The extra sedi~ 

ment supplied to the bed due to bank erosion was so great that it could not be 

transported, and since the apparatus was a recirculating system, sediment 

could not be extracted. In this extreme case aggradation occurred in the 

channe~ partioularly at the inlet of the flume. Here the ohannel width in

creased to the entire three meters of width of the ohannel, and a olassically 

braided (5 to JD branch) pattern was observed. Data from cross-sections' in this 

region formed the basis for the St. Anthony Falls braided channel data listed 

in Table AV-l. This localized region of extreme braiding, where the excess 

sediment was deposite~was followed by a more or less uniform, constant-width 

channel extending from a section about 10 meters downstream of the inlet, to 

the outlet. Figure 2-22 shows typical water surface heights and width as a 

function of downstream distance. An alternate-bar pattern characteristic of 

meandering could be perceived by eye after 36 hours of operation. (In general, 

at least a day was required.) As time progressed the channel became wider, 

the depth was reduced, and meander wave length increased while average slope 

remained relatively constant (except near the inlet). This is shown in 

Fig. 2-23. After about 350 hours the increase in channel width caused a 

lateral distension of the bars to the point that they were cut off, and a 

transition to braiding occurred. After 490 hours, when the run was terminated, 

Fig. 2-23 shows that width increase and depth decrease had essentially ceased, 

and thus a stable braided channel (2 to 3 braids) had developed in all regions 

of the flume except the inlet region. The width of this chaxu!el was over 

twice that of the original channel. 

It was hypothesized that for the given flow conditions the initial cross

section was unrealistically narrow. The ensuing bank erosion resulted in the 

movement of bank material to the bed in such a quantity that it could not be 

transported. In an attempt to adjust for this, Run M-1-2 was conducted at t~e 

same slope and the same discharge, but with a conSiderably wider initial 

channel. The result was that although bank erosion took place, it did not 
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strain the model river beyond its capacity, and a stable meandering char.rrlel 

without significant aggradation and with a final width smaller tbaO that of 

Run M-l-l was developed. 

'l'he two experiments make clear that initial channel size is an 

important variable for recirculating systems. !n this case it meant the 

differenoe between meandering and braiding. The localized extreme braiding 

at the inlet of Run M-l-l was apprently due to an overload of sediment, but 

the moderately braided channel occurring outside this region, and the meander

ing channel of Run M-1-2, were apparently olose to equilibrium. at the time of 

termination. 

In Run M-1-3 a simple hourly repeating hydrograph consisting of a high 

disoharge of 2.83 liters/sec. continuing for seven minutes and a low discharge 

of 1.27 liters/sec. for the remaining 53 minutes was applied to the system. 

This implies an average discharge of 1.45 liters/sec., nearly equal to that of 

Run M-1-2. Experieno'e indicated that the initial channel must be such that' 

the river system is not unduly strained by bank erosion even at the highest 

disoharge if a spatially uniform channel is to be eventually formed. ' For this 

reason it was decided to make the initial channel wider than in the previous 

run. It was found that with such a wide channel very little sediment was 

transported at the low discharges, so that, the channel was morphologically 

active only during the high discharge for the seven minutes of each hour., Thus 

the 524 hours of actual run time is equivalent to only 61 hours of equivalent 

run time at the high discharge. For this reason channel development appeared 

to be very slow. It was a.ssUllled that a mea.ndering ohannel in equilibrium. had 

been reached at the, time of termination (Fig. 2-20), but this proved to be 

erroneous in light of the r~sUlts of Run M-1-4. 

Run M-1-4 was a constant-discharge run with the same initial channel shape, 

size and slope as Run M-1-3 and with ~he highdisoharge of the latter. Upon te~. 

nation the channel was wider than the previous run and was in transition between 

meandering and braiding, although closer to braiding (Figs. 2 .. 20 b and 2 .. 21), 

TheBe experiments suggest that the higher discharge ranges are dominant. in regard 

to the formation of ohaDnel morphology. 

Run M-1-5 was another hydro graph run with the same initial channel and high 

disoharge as Run M-l-3, but with a high disoharge duration of 10 minutes and 

a low discharge of .42 liters/seo. for the remainder of the hourly oycle. 
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Thus the average disoharge was .84 efs. It was hypothesized that the great 

differenoe between the high and the low disoharges might encourage deposition 

on the bars and soour in the channel thalweg, leading to a much more definite 

pattern. This was not found to be the case. Channel development was oompletely 

dominated by the high discharge, and thus closely paralleled that of Run M-1-3. 

The channel was meandering at the termination of the run, but most likely would 

have gone into a transition stage, as did Run M-1-4, if it had been continued. 

Run M-1-6 was a constant-discharge run with an initial channel size and a 

discharge that were muoh smaller than any of the previous runs. Unfortunately 

detailed data were not taken subse Quen t to the oommencement of the run .. 

However, a time-lapse movie showed that very little bank erosion took place and 

the tendency toward alternate bar formation, although perceptible, was slight. 

For this reason the channel has been olassified as straight. After one week of 

operation, an initial bend was artificially shaped near the inlet to determine 

if such an artifice could trigger meandering. It was apparent, however, that 

the bend had no effect. It was at first assumed that the lack of tendency 

toward bar formation was due to small transport rates, but the time-lapse movie 

showed olearly that the bed ripples migrated downstream. Howeve~ it was observed 

that, the depth-width ratio was much smaller than the other runs which, in light of 

the discusSion of section 2-5,may account for the weak tendency for bar formation. 

The inability to vary initial channel slope, the long times reQuired for 

the formation of bar patterns, ,and the occurrence of ripples whioh tended to 

obscure the bar pattern were drawbacks of the multi-purpose channel as a testing 

facili ty. These were remedied by the use of the tilting flume. A total of 

27 runs were completed, of which the first 16, Runs 101 to 116, were exploratory 

and involved no data acquisition. Runs 120, 122 and 123 were rendered useless 

by mechanical failures, but the remaining eight are reported in Table 2-2. 

Experiments were completed within two to twelve hours, and the development of 

bar patterns was very rapid compared to that in the multi-purpose channel. 

Figure 2-6 shows the development of Run 118 with respect to time. It can also 

be seen that the meander pattern is much more clearly defined, and of gre'ater 

sinuosi ty than in the multi-purpose channel. Braided channels could also be 

attained, as Fig. 2-24 illustrates. However, it is believed that none of the 

channels represent eQuilibrium conditions because of the short operating times. 

In the case of meandering, the coherency of the pattern is eventually altered or 

destroyed when the apex of the bends reached the flume walls or when the bends 
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migrate a oomplete.wave length downstream widening the channel and eventually 

creating flow conditions less favorable to meandering.and more favorable to 

braiding. High slopes and high Froude numbers (.5.1 to 1.2) were required for 

sediment transport (which was exclusively bed load) because of the coarseness of 

the sediment. On the other hand, the lack of bed forms other than the bars them

selves dictated resistance coefficients that were low compared to those measured 

in the large channel. It was furthermore found that in the tilting flume no 

channel remained straight if even t~e slightest amount of sediment was in 

transport. Another feature noted was a tendency for areal sorting, which is 

illustrated photographically and schematioally in Fig. 2-25. 

2.9 Discussion: The Laboratory River as a Model of Nature 

In all of the experiments, the sinUOSity of the channels developed was 

quite small compared to that commonly observed in nature. Schumm and Khan. 

(1912) have suoceeded in increasing sinuosity somewhat by inducing clay. deposi

tion on, and consequent emergence of, the bars, but the discrepancy is still 

large. The relatively low· degree of sinuosity bas been interpreted to mean 

that laboratory models of meandering do not simulate conditions in nature. 

However, the relevance of laboratory experiments to field conditions has not 

been determined. 

The discrepancy in sinuosity appears to be illusory to a large degree. 

T.g.e well-defined sinuous or anastomosing planview of natural rivers is 

only visible at low flow conditions,which because of their comparatively long 

duration are most commonly observed. During such flows the river channel ~arries 

discharges that are only a small fraotion of its capacity, and sediment trans

port is small; the river is inactive in a geomorphologic sense. Rivers are 

geomorphologically active ~nly during flood periods when the bars oharacteristic 

of meandering or braiding are partially or totally inundated. With the excep

tion of bank-caving, a process oonducive to bar building, erosion or migration 

can take place only when there is water above the bars to transport the . 
sediment. Suoh flood discharges by def'ini tion exceed bank full, and when they ... 

are imposed the river itself appears straighter due to the inundation of the 

point bars. In genera~the higher the flood discharge the straighter the river 

appears (see, for example, Figs. 2 and 3 of Neill, 1965). It may be inferred 

that for meandering rivers at geomorphologically active'diSOharges, the 

SinUOSity of rivers (as manifested by the water surface pattern) is small. 
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This principle provides a tool for interpreting laboratory experiments. In a 

constant-discharge experiment, the water surface width essentially defines "hhe 

model river valley walls, and the imposed discharge represents a flood that fills 

the entire valley. The results of this flood can only be seen by either stopping 

the flow of water entirely or reducing the discharge to a small remnant of the 

formative value. The sinuosity of the water-filled laboratory channel under 

these conditions is on the one hand nearly equal to thalweg Sinuosity, aIld on the 

other hand comparable to channel sinuosity observed in nature, as can be seen by 

comparing Figs. 2-6 and 2-1. 

The analogy between these two photographs suggests that the laboratory can 

provide a good model of a specific type of natural morphology. Rivers have 

been loosely classified according to age. "Young" rivers usually lie at the 

bottom of steep V-shaped valleys, and valley walls coincide with river baxUca. 

"Mature" rivers have developed small river-valley flood plains, in whioh they 

meander or braid in a belt as wide as the valley itself. In the case of 

meandering, the meanders are said to be "confinedll by the valley walls. Valley 

widening is accomplished when the river impinges on either side of the valley. 

"Old" rivers lie in extremely large flood plains, muoh wider than their 

wandering belts. In such valleys the river pattern is said to be lIunconfined." 

The Klaralven (Fig. 2-1) is an example of a mature river, and it is this river 

valley morphology which is best modelled in the laboratory. Another example 

. of a mature river, Fig. 2-26, illustrates the active erosion of valley walls 

that is evident in the laboratory river of Fig. 2-6. 

Although the qualitative similarity Of the model provided by laboratory . . 
rivers appears to be better than previously assumed, important drawbaoks do 

exist~ Laboratory models generally fail to form well-defined low-flow channels 

within the flood plain that have cohesive banks and are oapable of carrying all 

discharges up to bankfull without significant ohannel modification. This is 

related to the fact that in most humid regions oertain natural phenomena 

invariably tend .to reduce the bank full width in the flOOd plain to its smallest 

value, and in doing. so build coherent banks for the flow. The two most important 

processes involved are silt and clay depOSition and vegetation (see Schumm, 1960). 
During a flood, sediment, including fines, is d e posited on the bars; with the 

adequate supply of water typical of humid regions, conditions are conducive of 

vegetative growth, which then provides a matrix for the collection of more fines 

during the next flood. Thus, the height of the flood plain is built up above the 
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low-flow ohannel. Vegetation generally grows up to the water's edge and, in 

the form of anohored aquatio plants, on shallow submerged bars. This and the 

observed faot that fines are often deposited on the part' of bars adjaoent to 

the low-flow ohannel itself (natural levees) implies that banks oomposed of 

matted roots in cohesive sediment are oomparatively erosion-resistant and 

constantly tend to encroaoh on the low-flow channel. There is evidenoe 

(Northrup, 1963) that periodic extreme floods do tend to flush out thiok 

vegetation and thus place a limit on the ohannel-narrowing prooess. 

It was shown earlier (see Fig. 2-13) that large values of i favor meander~ 
ing over braiding. The channel-narrowing effect tends to oonvert braided ohannels 

into a small number of ooherent anastomosing channels and, thence, to a Single 

meandering ohannel. The relative rarity of braided streams in humid regions 

is perhaps explained in this fashion. The channel-narrowing effect also acts 

to preserve channel coherency as meandering rivers migrate laterally and 

longitudinally, and although the exact mechanism is unclear, it is related to 

the ability of many natural rivers to develop loops of such an extent that natural 

cutoffs become common. 

Thus many of the processes which account for fluvial morphology are not 

present in laboratory models. It is interesting to note that natural rivers 

, in nonoohesive alluvium which is void of vegetation often have ill-defined 

low-flow channels. The meandering and braiding in such channels have many 
similarities with that of laboratory models. 

2.10 Conclusion - Implications for Channelization 

The goal of channelization is the alteration of the alignment of a graded 

stream in such a way that a ne w state that transports flood discharges more' 

effioiently is attained. Since the rate at which a given reach of river must 

transport sediment to maintain grade is determined upstream of the reach and 

not at the reaoh itself, modifioations in ohannel alignment cannot ciroumvent 

the fact that all alluvial rivers transport sediment to a greater or lesser 

degree. ~lysis has indioated that in all but the narrowest of rivers 

meandering or braiding instability is in direot proportion to the rate of 

sediment transport. . The depth-width ratio required for stable straight ohannels 

is generally much higher than that which can be maintained in nature. It m1.'!St 
be conoluded that alluvial streams with erodible banks which have been 

ohannelized in a straight alignment will almost invariably return to a 
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migrate a oomplete. wave length downstream widening the ohannel and eventually 

creating flow conditions less favorable to meandering.and more favorable to 

braiding. High slopes and high Froude numbers (.,7 to 1.2) were required for 

sediment transport (whioh was exolusively bed load) beoause of the ooarseness of 

the sediment. On the other hand, the laok of bed forms other than the bars them

selves diotated resistance ooeffioients that were low oompared to those measured 

in the large channel. It was furthermore found that in the tilting flume no 

ohannel remained straight if even t~e slightest amount of sediment was in 

transport. Another feature noted was a tendency for areal sorting, which is 

illustrated photographioally and sohematioally in Fig. 2-2'0 

2.9 Disoussion: The Laboratory River as a Model of Nature 

In all of the experiments, the sinUOSity of the ohannels developed was 

quite small compared to that oommonly observed in nature.: Sohumm and Khan 

(1972) have sucoeeded in increasing sinuosity somewhat by inducing o lay. deposi

tion on, and consequent emergenoe of, the bars, but the disorepanoy is still 

large. The relatively low· degree of sinuosity has been interpreted to mean 

that laboratory models of meandering do not simulate conditions in nature. 

However, the relevance of laboratory experiments to field conditions bas not 

been determined. 

The disorepancy in sinuosity appears to be illusory to a large degree. 

Tl).e well-defined sinuous or anastomosing planview of natural rivers is 

only visible at low flow conditio~which beoause of their comparatively long 

duration are most commonly observed. During such flows the river ohannel 9arries 

discha~ges that are only a small fraotion of its oapacity, and sediment trans

port is small; the river is inaotive in a geomorphologio sense. Rivers are 

geamorphologioally aotive ?nly during flood periods when the bars oharacteristio 

of meandering or braiding are partially or totally inundated. With the excep

tion of bank-caving, a prooess oonducive to bar building, erosion or mi~ation 

oan take place only when there is water above the bars to transport the , 
sediment. Such flood discharges by defini ti~n exoeed bank full, and when they .. 

are imposed the riVer itself appears straighter due to the inwadation of the 

point bars. In genera~the higher the flood disoharge the straighter the river 

appears (see, for example, Figs. 2 and 3 of Neill, 196,). It may be inferred 

that for meandering rivers at geomorphologioally aotive disoharg~s, tIle 

sinuosity of rivers (as manifested by the water surface pattern) is smallw 
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Table 2",.1. Results of Meander Experiments in Multi-Purpose Channel 
.= 

-
-~ +. --------1-----._---

_.- -- === 
Run N umber M-l-l M-1-2 M-1-3 M-1-4 M-"~ = 5 

Diseha rge (P s) (Q) 1. 41 1. 41 2.83 2.83 2.83 
Time 0 f Initi 1 Data I(hrs. ) 60 20 72 24 24-

Initia 1 Width (em) ( T ) 59.8 81.7 118 118 114 

In;ti~l Depth (em) (C T) 1. 89 1. 51 1.34 2.06 1.65 
~ 

Initia 1 Slope (em) (~T ) .00443 .00478 .00599 .00487 .00467 

Initial Froud = No. ( T) .~88 .295 .484 .257 .372 

Initic 1 Resis anee Cc effieie ht (CT) .0532 .0546 .0254 .0735 ,0337 
Time ( f Final Data 0 rs. ) 490 463 524 264 332 
Final Width ( :::m) (B) 120 107 136 157 -123 

Final Depth ( m) (0) 1. 17 1. 50 1.77 1.96 1.75 I 

Final Slope (fj) .00526 .00505 .00446 .00562 .00476 

Final Froude No. (F) .295 .227 .280 .208 .314 
--

Final Resista nee Cae ficient (C) .0601 .0974 .0569 . 130 .0481 i 

Patte n B M M T M 

Wande i ng Bel t (m) ( sw) - 1.34 1.67 1. 68 1.27 

Meand r Wave Length m) TA - 4.91 4.59 3.89 b-:uTl 
I 

AA - 4.34 5.91 5.76 5.92 

t-~A1 - .69 1. 22 .79 1.33 

AJ\'J - 1.44 2.31 1.72 2.37 
--

, 
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Table 2-2. Basic Data of the Tilting-Flume Experiments 
- _. __ .. 

Run N utnber 117 118 119 121 124 125 126 127 

Discha Irge ($p ) (0 I) 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Initia 1 Width (em) (BIT) 29.97 30.5 30.6 29.53 29.87 30.17 29.6 32.13 

Initi a 1 Depth ( em) ( IT) .85 .848 .891 .669 .786 .923 .87 .708 

Initi a 1 Slope (Sr) .00655 .00655 .0063 .00664 .00688 .00582 .00505 .00902 

Initial Froudl No. ( IT) .951 1.072 1.116 .988 1.074 .835 .93 1.168 

Initia 1 Resis Coeff. (C T) .00724 .00569 .00505 .0068 .00596 .00834 .00583 .00661 
4 • 

Sedime nt Disc arge (g ~/sec) 1.40 2.50 1.441 0.833 0.806 1.257 0.574 2.,"3"3 
It Qs) 

Final Width ( m) (B) 44.35 42.75 49.17 40.30 49.02 37.60 41.70 39.45 

Final Depth ( m) (0) .773 .789 .809 .603 ;672 .879 .957 .803 

"---------~-"- ""Ji"08675 Slope ( ~) .00743 
---_.;:-:::-

Final .00805 .0071 .00628 .00609 .00572 .00595 

Fina 1 Froude ~o. (F) .741 .852 .803 .846 .828 .713 .572 .787 

Final Resis. oeff. ( C) .0147 .01023 .01101 .00877 .00888 .01125 .01818 .0140 

Pattern M M M M B t~ M T 

Wandel ing Bel (m) ([ fw) .712 .699 .701 .593 - - .658 -

MeandE ring Wa e Leng h (m, 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.3 - - 3.9 -
L\) 

Tempel ature uc 9°C 8v e 6v C 7uC 8v C 6v C 10"'C 5"'C 

Rate I f Miqra ion (m)hr. ). .23 .22 .35 .09 - - - -

Run T me (hrs . ) 3.5 3.0 3.0 6,0 6.0 4.0 12.0 20 

~ ... ~ ... 



Fig. 2-1. The Klaralven River of Sweden, a typical mature river with developed, 
confined meanders. (Photo courtesy A. Sundborg) 
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o pool 

~------------------------------------~. . Fig. 2-2. Features of Mear.\dering 

<l1llJ> - pool 

\111 - bank erosion 
~ 'rJ _ riffl es 

point bar 

Oxbow lake 

Fig. 2-3. The pool pattern of Dry Creek near 
Winters, California (after Keller, 
1972). 



Fig. 2-4. Channel pattern of the Skuna River before and after channelization. 
(Photo from Yang and Stall, 1973) 
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Fig. 2-5. A drainage ditch in Georgia showing the alternate bars characteristic of 
incipient meandering (after Anderson, 1967). 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 2-6. Development of meandering in the laboratory during run 118. 
Discharge has been lowered to clarify the bar patterns: 
(a) after one hour of flow an alternate bar pattern has formed 

in the channel, which remains essentially straight; 
(b) after two hours, the bar pattern has induced local bank 

erosion; 
(c) after three hours, a developed meander pattern is observed. 
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(1) ..,.... (2) --+- (3) ----i~ --...... (5) --.... (6) 

Fig. 2-7. 

\ 

bar front tha lweg 

2 -+ 

.' .' 
~ 

Fig. 2-7(a) 

--.... Stage 5 

(:) - poe 1 .. .'~t(.· - Asymmetri ca 1 shoal for .. 

':: _ riffle T1171 -erosion Stage 1 and 2~ bar for 
Stages 3; 4 t 5. 

Fig. 2-7(b) 

Models of meander development; (a) Kinoshita's model, 
(b) Keller's model. 



Fig. 2-8. Canal in Oklahoma showing meandering and secondary bank erosion. 
(Photo courtesy Dr. Don DeCoursey, ARS) 
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so 1 i d via 11 

Fig. 2-9. The model alluvial river; B is width, 
D is depth, and U is velocity. 
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m = 2 

I:::.·::· ,.::::.::. 
I' •••• : •••••• 

~::.::. ,:.:;:.: 
:'.',:. ..::" . . 

m = 3 m = 4 

Fig. 2-10. Bar-like perturbations in the model alluvial 
river, exposed at low flow. The number of 
braids is given by m. Note that for 
meandering m = 1. 
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Fig. 2-11. Proposed meander-braid 
regime diagram. 
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Fig. 2-12. Revised meander-braid
straight regime diagram. 
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Fig. 2-14. Meander-braid-straight regime diagram for a value 

of ~* of .0005. 
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Fig. 2-l5a. Actual wave length A plotted against wave length estimate 
AAl provided by the first form of the modified Anderson 
equation. The units are meters. 
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Fig. 2-17. The towing channel model river 
multi-purpose facility. 

Fig. 2-18. The automatic point gauge. 
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Fig. 2-19. The tilting flume model river facility. 



(a) (b) 

Fig. 2-20. (a) Run M-1-3 at completion. The discharge has been lowered and dye 
introduced to make the pattern more apparent. The channel is 
transitional but tends more toward meandering than braiding. 

(b) Run M-1-4 at completion. Again the flow has been lowered and 
dye added. The channel is transitional-braided. 
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Fig. 2-21. Run M-1-4 at completion. The flow 
conditions are that of the high 
flow of the hydrograph. 
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Fig. 2-22. Typical water-surface height and width profiles down the 
channel for Run M-l-1. 
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Fig. 2-23. Time development of channel-averaged water surface 
width, slope, depth, and meander length for 
Run M-l-l. 
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Fig. 2-24. An example of a braided channel 
achieved in the tilting flume. 
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(b) Illustrated photographically. 

Patterns of areal sorting and bed topography in 
the tilting flume. 



Fig. 2-26. A mature river illustrating active encroachment on valley walls similar to that 
of the laboratory experiment shown in Fig. 2-6. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RIVER :BED STRESS AND PRIMARY :BANK EROSION 

The ability of rivers to transport water and sediment in the absence of 

primary bank erosion is intimately related to the distribution of shear stress 

at the water-sediment interfaoe. The conoept of "hydxaulio radius" allows for 

the Iilimplest treatment; the interfaoe stress T is assumed 'to be oonstant 

aoross the oross-section and given by the relationship 

T = pgRS (3-1) 

Where p is the density of water, g is the aooeleration of gravity, S is 

the energy slope, and R , the hydraulio radius, i~ given by R == ~ where A 

is channel oross-seotional area and P is the length of the wetted perimeter. 

In channels that are suffioiently wide and shallow, P may be closely approxi

mated by width B and equation (3-1) reduoes to 

T == pgDS 

where D is the oross-sectionally averaged depth. 

However, interface shear stress is olearly not constant in the cross-stream 

direotion y. A rough approximation in the oase of variable depth is given by 

r(y) = pgD(y) S (3-2) 

where D(y) is the lateral depth distribution (Fig. 3-1). However, neither 

this model nor a similar one. due to Bretting (19.58)* account for the observed 

lateral transfer of downstream shear stress from the center of the channe1 9 

where the bed is flat, to the bank regions of the channel, where the bed is 

ourved. 

KeuJ.egan (1938) introduced the assumption that the veloc'ity d.istri1JUtion 

along normals to the channel bottom is logarithmic (Fig. 3-2). Lundgren and 

Jonsson (1964) used a generalized form of the assumption to derive a differential 

equation for the cross-stream stress distribution in shallow channels of moderate 

lateral bank ourvature. The treatment aooounts for the alteration of stress 

distribution and the transfer of momentum aorosS normals to the bottom caused 

by ohannel ourvature. Lundgren and Jonsson presented a numerical method for 

the solution of their stress relation. Herein singular perturbation teohniques 

* For Chapter 3 referenoes see page 94. 
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are used to obtain an analytical solution. lJ:1he fact that this solu'bion includes 

the effect of lateral transfer of momentum allows for a resolution of a paradox 

concerning the ability of rivers to transport bed sediment without primar,y bank 

erosion, and provides a tool for the future development of stable channel theory. 

lJ:1he "stable channel paradox" results from a direct extension of Glover and 

Florey's (1951) theory of nonOohesive stable channel geometry., lJ:1hey calculated 

the geometry of least excavation of a channel in which shear stress is slightly 

below critical value at every point along the channel bottom~ Bed stress was 

calculated from equation'(3-2) and equated everywhere with critical bed stress; 

the analysis indicates that the channel geometry must be 

where D 
o 

~ -1. is maximum channel depth and D = rr, tan ". be1ng the submerged 
o 

static angle of repose of the bed material. This channel geometry is depicted 

in Fig. 3-3. 

In that rivers are by their nature required to serve as conduits for the 

transport of both water and earth down potential energy gradients, the resuJ.t 

of Glover and Florey is inadequate to explain natural river geometry~ It is 

desirable to extend their result to the case where stable banks and sediment 

transport coexist. To this end a straight, laterally symmetrical channel com

posed of uniform. nonaohesive sediment and subjected to bank full discharge is 

contemplated. The bottom is divided into a bed region of width B,,..Bs'" wh~re 

depth D has the constant value Do' and two bank regions. Each"banIt"region 

has width t Bs. On the bank regions depth D(y) varies s:moothly and monoton

ically from D at the junction point A of the bed and bank regions, where 
1 0 1 

y = ± 2' ~B-Bs)' to 0 at the water's edge, where, y = ± "2 B (Fig. 3-4). 

Acoording to equation (3-2), stress depth 8 = p;s is equal to ,the aotual depth 

D. In order for sediment to be transported on the bed region, the depth must 

exoeed the oritioal value for sediment motion. Sinoe D is a oontinuous function, 

the stress depth must also exoeed the oritioal depthp and thus sediment transport 

must ooour somewhere on the bank region ¥B-Bs ) < y< t B. An::! partiole put in 

motion on the bank region will be subject to a oomponent,of gravitational force 

whioh will pull the particle down and toward the bed region. lJ:1hus bank erosioll is 

aooomplished and a stable channel cannot be maintained. Likewise, it can be shown 

that a stable bank full geometry is incompatible with sediment transporto A 

ohannel transporting bed material should oontinue to widen until either sediment 

transport vanishes or the channel itself eventually disappears. 
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The paradox is resolved easily for a large class of rivers which have 

beds composed of loose alluvium and banks composed primarily of cohesive 

materials such as clay and silt, often matted with vegetative roots. The 

banks are so much tougher than the bed that they are not eroded at bank fw.l 

discharge even when sediment motion occurs on the bed. Howeve~ for another 

large class of rivers in which both the bed and banks are composed of non

cohesive material, as exemplified by the reaches of the Elbow River described 

by Hollingshead (1971); and which can' be reproduced in the laboratory (Wolman 

and Brush, 1961), the paradox is not easily resolved. It may' be argued that 

secondary currents concentrated in the bank region provide an extra later-al 

bed shear stress that counteracts gravity, thus stabilizing the banks. How

ever, secondary currents in equilibrium flow in wide, straigh~ channels of 

small lateral curvature are so small that they do not provide an adequate 

stabilizing mechanism. A more likely stabilizing mechanism is the lateral 

transfer of shear stress induced by the curved bottomo Due to curved bottom 

the stress depth 8 should be somewhat lower than D on the bed region and part 

of the bank region adjacent to the bed region but be higher than D elsewhere 

(Fig. 3-5). If it is now assumed that (1) the configuration of the banlc region 

is such that critical stress occurs everywhere, including the junotion point~ 

and (2) that stress depth 8 is a smooth, monotonically decreasing funotion of 

y, then 8 is greater than critical on the bed region, thus resolving the paradox .. 

The existence of a s~ress distribution with just these properties can be illustrated 

by a solution of Lundgren and Jonsson's stress depth equation. 

3.2 Solution of Lundgren and Jonsson's Equation 

The channel described in Fig. 3-4 is assumed to be composed of nonaohesive 

alluvium of uniform size. The velocity distribution a+ong normals to the bed 

is assumed to be 

where u* == v;:;p, Z is normal distance from the channel bottom, K is bed 

roughness, assumed to be constant across the channel, and J is a constant 

which Lundgren and Jonsson evaluate as 30. Lundgren and Jonsson's equation for 
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stress depth is then 

where 

and 

On the bed region the equation reduces to 

.P- = 1 + C cosh ( at-) 
Do 0 

(3-5) 

Do 
where R = E:. Since the stress profile is to be symmetrio in y, the 

boundary oondition 

dol = 0 
dy y = 0 

must be obeyed. A solution to equation (3-4) subjeot to this boun~ 

oondition is 

(3-4) 

,1,( )-1/2 where a = VJ. 0 ,R • The oonstant C must be d.etermined by matohing this 

bed solution to a bank solution under the oonditions that 8 and ~ be 

oontinuous at the junotion point. 

Before attempts at solving for bank solutions oan be mad.e, it is neoessary 
1 ( )' 1 t' to speoify the depth profile. As y varies from '2 B - Bs to '2 B, D TJlUS 

vary smoothly from Do to O. Thus at the junotion point the conditions 

DI 1 =D, QI -0 
y = '2 (:B-Bs ) 0 dy y = t (B-Bs ) r 

must be satisfied, and. at the water's edge the oondition 

D 1 = 0 
y='2:B 

must hold.. Furthermore, if no bank erosion is to occur, :. must be greater 
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than - p., the ooeffioient of friotion of wet bank material, at the water v s 

edge. In a self-formed ohannel, bank erosion must barely not ooour at bank full 

disoharge, so the oondition 

ani --11-
dy y=~B-

must also hold. Furthermore, in order to satisfy lateral symmetry the fUnotion 

D(y) must be even. 

Other than these general oonditions, the depth profile is left arbitrary at 

this point. In non-dimensional form, the profile is expressed as 

where D 
s = D ' o 

Tf = "ri:- - { 1- (1) f-
s 1 

Be ' 
and (I = B. The parameter " varies from 0 to 1, and B varies 'from 1 to 0 

as the bank region is traversed. The oonditions on f are 

f(O) = 1, f'(O) = 0, f(l) = 0, f'(:l) = _/H;J/2, f(-",) = f('1) 
2 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to ~ and '(2 = (~O) is 
Be 

a,parameter that estimates the curvature of the bank region. 

Examples of profiles that satisfy these oonditions are 

2N 
s ,= ~ -" , 

and the Glover-Florey profile, 

TT 
S = oos 2" , 

Equation (3-3) is now solved on the bank region, in terms of an asymptotic 

expansion in the parameter (2' whioh is assumed to be small. Physioally 

this implies that the lateral curvature of the bank region is small. If 

equation (3-3) is written in terms of s , 1), and dimensionless stress depth 
8 ()' = Do ' it is found that 

(3-6) 
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An asymptotic expansion of the form 

(3-7) 

is assumed; replacing in equation (3-6), it is found that 

(3-8a) 

(3-8b) 

'lIhe bank solution must satisfy the boundary oonditions that u and uTI matoh 

smoothly with the bed solution at the junction. point. It is seen from 

equations (3-5) and (3-8) that the only free oonstant is C, and that both 

conditions cannot be satisfied simultaneously. The reason for this is the 

existence of a boundary layer on the bank region near Tl = 0 , where the 

expansion (3-7) fails to be accurate due to the dropping of derivative terms 

oontaining 0" and u"Tl in the equations for aO' (71 ' etc. Thus expan

sion (3-7) is an outer bank expansion and Tl is an outer variable. 

In order to satisfy the' boundary conditions at Tl = 0 an inner bank 

expansion 

2 
u= uO +(2 C"1 +(2 u 2 + ••• (3-9) 

with the inner variable 

p = TI/.f€2 

is considered. 'lIhus s is an even function of p 

and the equation for stress depth (3-3) becomes 

(3-10) 

where y= - t fTlTl (0), (the minus sign makes Y positive for the physically 

applicable case of an upward-ourving bank region), and 



2 
A = "'(0, R) = l/a 

B = -¥a (0, R) 

C = R ~t (0, R) 

a= 

b = 

_ sSpp [1+ (Sp)2] - 3/2 = j 

D 
Rs = K 
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Note that '" has been expanded about the state of zero ourvature and depth 

equal to Do. 

• Between equations (3-9) and (3-10), it is found that 

d2(1 
(10 = 1 + A ~ 

dp 

(1 = -y ~l+ 2B d2(10 + 2(2A + O)p~ + [1+(2A + O)~] p2~ 
1 I ~ dp dp ~ P . 

The solution to equation (3-11a) is 

(10 = 0llap + 02 l - ap + 1 

(3-11a) 

. 2 
A d (11 

+ -:-2'" 
dp 

(3-11b) 

The inner bank solution must matoh with both the b~d solution ("left 

matohing") and the outer bank solution ("right matohing"). In order to 

faoilitate left matohing, the oonstant C in equation (3-5) is expanded 

asymptotioally in (2 ; 

Left matohing «(1 and (1 p ·must be oontinuous) imposed to lowest order 

requires that Co = 02 = O. Right matohing (the outer expansion of the inner 

expansion must equal the inner expansion of the outer expansion) imposed to 

the lowest order requires that 01 = 0, :in whioh case 

(3-12) 



.. 138 .. 

IT@i!'~lllIi~ to th~ n~xb h:l.,nlflt ordtlr, the pnorm.l lIIo1ution to 

, ~ca~tion. ()-U'b) :1.1. . 
(71 iii 0lf ap + O'2f-O:P .. Y(l + 2,A +(2) 

M ' 
A~n. right m.~tohing with equation (3-8'b) is ls,tifJf:Led 1f "1 III! 08 The 

resulta @f l~ft m.~toh1ng ~e 

a iii Jl~ + 2A~ 
2 1 + ooth 

- .... V(l + 2,A) 
<\ sinh 9 (1+00th9) 

Thus the solution of equation (3-3) is oomplete to the first order in (2 on 

all regions of the bed. 

The bed stress on the bed region :l.s given 'by 

a = 1 .. (2 Y(lt 2A) oosh (h-t::) 
Do sinh 9 + oosh 9 A 0 

(3-13) 

Sinoe 8. Y, an~ A are positive for physioally realistio oases, this 
equation indioates a stress defioienoy on the 'bed region of order (2 ' whioh 
beoomes progressively more severe /:lIS the bank :t'egion is approaohed,,, As was 
noted previously, th~e is exaotly the situation that haa been postulated to 
allow for the ooexistenoe of bed sediment transport and stable banks in non
oohesive ohannels oomposed of uniform sediment. 

3.3 The Form of the Bank Region 

In the previous seotion the depth profile of the bank region was taken 
to be arbitrary within oertain generalreetriotions. Herein a speoifio form 
for the profile is derived. 

Aooording to equations (3-8a) and (3-12), on the bank region 

(3-14) 

It is assumed that oritioal oonditions for sediment movement exist everywhere on 
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the bank region. At'the junotion of the bank and bed regions, it is required, 

then, that 

O'CB = 1 + o( £2) 

where O'CB is the oritioal dimensionless stress depth on the bed. Aooording 

to Lane (1953), oritioal stress on bank slopes O'c is related to oritioal bed 

stress by the relation 

~ = [l_l ( 2] [1- (~)2J 1/2 
~B 2 2s~ ~ 

Expanding in (2' 

Sinoe bed stress on the bank region is aotually given by equation (3-14), CT 

must be equal to GC; thus to lowest order in (2' 

[ s11 2] 1/2 
S = 1 - ( s ~( 1) ) 

This differential equation has the solution 

S = oos [s~ (1) 11] 

whioh satisfies the boundary oondi tions s· (0) = 1, s 11( 0) :: 0 9 and s ().) :: 0 

if S~(l) = ;. The boundary condition s'1(l) = _IH2- 112 is satisfied by 
" -1/2 the oonstraint ""2 = ~ ( 2 • 

This is the Glover-Florey solution disoussed previously. The parameter 

y;::: - t s 11~ (0) is then equal to ~ ( ; ) 2. The physioal meaning of this 

result is that in a straight, nonoohesive river with bed and banks oomposed 

of uniform sediment and with negligible seoondary ourrents and meandering or 

braiding tendenoies, a ohannelof the following nature is formed by bank full 

disoharges: lateral oross-seotions oonsist of a relatively flat bed region 

above whioh sediment is transported, adjaoent to two stable bank regions 

whioh are approximated by oosine ourv~s. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The equation for stress depth (equation 3-13) can be aombined with sediment 

transport and bed resistance relationships to provide width, depth, and sediment 

transport relationships for noncohesive channels in uniform sediment at bruik

full discharge, for which primary bank erosion does not occur. These relation

ships can be summarized in the dimensionless forms 

. S = fl (~, B:s; ~, r, Pi) 

where 

(~, l13; ~, r, 

(~, ~; ~, r, 

p) 

P. ) 
~ 

_~Ds 
~ - y , I.' = Ce,. - 1), and 

~ is bankfull aischarge, ~ is average bank full depth, Ds is a typical 

sediment grain diameter, ps and p are sediment and water denSities, CSB is 

total concentration of sediment in motion (bed and suspended load) at bank-full 

discharge, and P., i = 1, 2, 3, ••• are dimensionless sediment size distribu~ 
~ 

tion, shape! poros~ty, friction, and other factors. Thus analytical equivalents 

of the empirical equations of regime theory can be derived in prinoiple. 

This has not been done herein because the theory does not apply to sediment 

mixtures and lateral variation of sediment size. It is clear from equation (3-13) 
that for uniform noncohesive channels depth cannot exoeed the critical depth by 

much before the banks become unstable. Howeve~ observation indicates a rather 

wide range of depths for which stable channel geometry and sediment transport 

coexist. Hollingshead (1971) has noted a range of depths at which sediment is 

transported from less than .34 meter to more than 1.16 meters, all below bank-full 

in a reach 0f the Elbow River, an essentially nonc'ohesive stream. Such behavior 

may be attributable to the extremely wide range of sediment sizes. on the river 

bed, such that the average bed sediment size is 2.5 em whereas the average size 

of sediment transported as bed load is only 1.5 cm. The mobility of bed 

material is roughly scaled by the Shields stress r* = v ; greater 
p( ~s - l)gDs 

values of r* imply greater mobility. The Shields stress is larger for smaller 

particles. Thus, as river stage increases, smaller particles are first put into 

motion, and subsequently larger particles begin to move. As a consequence 
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sediment disoharge will be oonsiderably higher than that predioted from the 

uniform theory u.aing average diameter, and a wide range of depths at whioh 

sediment transport exists will be observed. 

Appropriate modifioation of the theory to aooount for variation in sedi

ment size, perhaps along the lines of Egiazaroff (1965) and Miohiue (1972), 

should eventually allow for the analytioal derivation of river regime 

equations for the nonoohesive case. 
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Figure 3-1 

A rough approximation to the lateral stress distribution can 
be obtained by assuming that the velocity distribution along 
verticals from the bed is logarithmic, and that bed stress 
T is related to depth D by the equation T = pgDS. 

logarithmic 
velocity distribution 
along the normal 1; nes . .' .. ~"-- .. .-.-,~.,.-........ . 

Figure 3-2 

The velocity distribution along normals to the bed is assumed 
to be logarithmic for channels of small lateral curvature. 

Vwater surface ------------
D(Y) 

Figure 3-3 

Glover and Florey's (1951) cosine lateral depth profile. 

• I'· 
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1a 
2 s B -Bs 

bank region ' , be'd'reg'ion 
~------------- .~ 

Figure 3-4 

+y 

1 
'2Bs 

bank region 

The lateral channel profile is divided up into a bed region, where 
depth has the constant' value Do, and two syrrmetrical bank regions 
where depth varies from Do at the junction point A to 0 at 
the water's edge. 

_ ___________ y !ate~ sur~::_ 

--------- --
A 

Figure 3-5 

Channel curvature induces a lateral transfer of stress, so that· 
on the bed region and part of the bank regions, stress depth 8 
is less than the actual depth 0, and on the rest of the bank 
regions 8 exceeds O. 
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APPENDIX I 

Derivation of a Constraint for Recirculating 

Model Rivers with Erodible Banks 

Consider a flume ~illed with sand that has length Lr and width Bf • 

In the flume a channel of width Br and depth DfI is molded in the sand. 

This uniformly molded initial channel continues downstream to a oonstant

elevation weir of height Zo above some datum. If e is the porosity of 

the sand and Br the slope of the initial channel, the total mass of sedi

ment initially in the flume MI is 

Furthermore, it is subsequently assumed that the flume, after having been 

operated for a time, reaches a final equilibrium, uniform state that is 

different from the initial state. Flow is assumed to be confined to the 

channel, so the longitudinal slope of the benches on either side remains sr. 
At final equilibrium the total mass M of bed material in the flume is 

where S is the equilibrium slope. 

If there are no sources or sinks of sediment and storage in the pipes and 

pumps is negligible, MI = M, yielding 
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APPENDIX II 

Stability Analysis - The Wide Channel 

The model alluvial channel provides a framework appropriate to the 

analysis of 'bar instability. Channels that are wide enough so that batik 

effects are negligible are considered. In fact nearly all natural rivers and 

most laboratory streams have channels for which the depth-width ratio ~ is 

less than 0.1 and the above assumption can be justified. 

The details of the analysis can be found in Parker (1975) (see crbapter 2); . 

the highlights and results of the theory, together with some extended analysis, 

are presented in brief form in this section. The two-aimenaional equations for 

momentum and mass balance, in which velocities are vertioally averaged and 

pressure is taken to be hydrostatic, are 

em i 
- g OXI - PD 

CUI ,,1) 

where ~ is the downstream coordinate, ~ is the lateral coordi~te, and 

D is depth of flow, 

H is water surface height above an arbitrary datum, 

(~, u2) is the stream velocity vector, 

(ql' ~) is the vector of volumetric sediment transport, 

(Tl , T2) is the bed stress vector, 

P is the density of water, and 

e is the bed porosity 
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If th~ momentum balance equations are written in tensor notation, they appear 
as 

(AI.:j:.2) 

where 

'~H 1 dui u. 00. 
I. = - (,- + - - + ---s1 ':l. ~ ) 
~ ox i g ~t g oXj 

(AIl.3) 

is a generalized slope veotor • 

. As before, the problem is not determinate until oonstitutive relations for 

qi and Ti are introduced. Equations (1-7) and (1-8) are adopted herein. 

Generalized for two-dimensional slowly-varying flow, they ap~ear as 

where 

* q = 

C = ¢l (#;D~ , I; ~, r., Pi) 

c?2 ~, I; ~,r, Pi) 

and u = ..J ui ui and I. = ~·h:i Ii • 

(AII.~) 

(AII.5~) 

(AII.5b) 

Unperturbed solutions to equations (AlL 1), (AIL4) and (AIL·5), oorresponding 

to steady, uniform. flow, oan be found; if 8 .. is the Kroneoker delta, u. = a'IU, 
~J 1. ]. • 

T. = 8'1 T, q. = 8. 1 q, It. = 8. 1 S, where the relationship r = pgns a.nd 
~ ~ 0 1. ~ B ~ ~ 0 

the unperturbed forms of relationships (AII.4) and (AII.5) are satisfied. 

Slight perturbations about the unperturbed flow are oonsidered, 

u = UB.ii + u{ 

qi = gEl 8:J.i + q{ 

r. ;::: T 81 , + T.' 
1. 0 1. ~ 

H ;::: H .... Sx. + HI 
o ;L 

" D = D + D o 

(AII .. 6) 
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'" where, for example,- u1. is the perturbed part and U 81i is the unperturbed 

part of u i • These forms are inserted into equations (A2.1), (A2.4), and 

(A2.'); sinoe the perturbed parts are assumed to be much smaller than the 

unperturbed parts, oomplete linearization of the equations for the perturbed 

parts oan be aooomplished by expanding in Taylor series and retaining the 

linear terms. The equations reduce to the following determinate dimensionless 

form. 

o~ o~ -2 _~H 
Tt + (hl = - F dX1 - 00 (M l u l - ~ D) 

o~ OU2 -2 oR 
dt + aX1 = - Fax2 - 00 u 2 

= 0 

In these equations u l ' u 2 ' H , and D , whioh are now defined to be 

perturbed parts, and the parameters lJ. ' ~ ,and t have been made 

dimensionless with the unperturbed length and velooity scales D and U 
U~ 0 

(e.g. u l = ul ). The oonstant~ aJl refer to the unperturbed flow; Co is 

the resistanoe ooefficient, F =--/ gUo is the Froude number, f3 = q,/(l ":" e) U Do 

is essentially the ratio of sediment to water transport and is usually small 

« 10-3), and 

s C -1 1 u* C 
~ = 2(1- 0 080

) (1+ 20 ou~) 
Q • 0 

S C -1 
~ = (1 - o~ og) 

Nl = u* Oqi + ..s.. ~qo M1 
. <lo oU qo 8 

where U* = --L 
,frgD . s 

and D s is grain size. 

(AII.B) 
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~oth form and speoifio evaluation indioate that the oonstanta Ml ' M2 p Nl ' 

and N2 are of the order of magnitude of unity. 

Generalized dimensionless sinusoidal perturbations are introduced into 

equations (AII.7) • 

. 111 = ~ (x2) exp {i(Kxl - CPt)} 

112 = ~(x2) exp {i(Kxl - cpt)} 

H = H(X2 ) exp {i(Kxl - cpt)} 

D = D(X2 ) exp {i(Kxl - CPt)} 

Herein K is the dimensionless bar instability wave number, related to dimen

sional instability wave length by the relation DA = Ef- , and cp is the 
o 

oomplex wave oelerity, the real part ~ being related to downstream bar r 
migration rate C by ~ = KC, and the imaginary part rh. being the 00-r r~ 

effioient of instability. Clearly 1>i must be positive for instability. ,The 

funotions ;; (x2) eto. and the parameters K and ¢ must be obtained from . 

the ,equations of motion, (AII.7). Let ~ = H ~ D be the dimensionless perturbed 

part of the bed height. Then the kinematio boundary oondition that ~ vanishes 
A. 

at the ohannel banks provides the result that 1'f takes only the forms 

sin (~ l<J3 x2), m = 1, 3, 5, ... 
oos (~l<J3x 2)' m = 2, 4, 6, 

(AII.IO) 

27TD 
A A A A 0 

and that l~, .~, H, and D must take oorresponding forms. Here RB;;;: B 

is dimensionless ohannel width wave number. In the above ~ is the amplitude of . "0 

the disturbanoe. It is fortunate that the bed forms implied by disturbanoe forms 

(AII.9) and (AII.1O) oorrespond exaotly with the alternate bar pattern given in 

Fig. 2-10, with m being equal to the number of braids. 

The equations of motion also lead to a polynomial equation with 1> as a. funo

tion of meander or braid wave number K and the parameters of the unperturbed flow 
1 -1 

~ = '2 m F K~, F, Co' {3, ~, M2, NI , and N2 0 Only one root ¢ of this 

". 
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equation applies to fluvial bar instability; the imaginary part ¢i of this 

root is given by 

( 4 2 2) 2 ( 2 2 4 6 An~ + A12Co .:t; K + A21 Xl + A22Co ) K + A3K __ _ 

A4C0
2 JS4 + (A51~ + A52C0

2xf + A53C04 ) ~ + (A61'.'Zl2+ A62C0
2 )K4+ A7Tl.6 

(AlI-Ha) 

where the coefficients Aij are formed from the parameters l~, M2, Nl , N2 , 
and F-2, e.g. 

An = M2(NI -1) 

A12 = - (Ml + M2) (Ml + M2 - NIM2 + N2Ml ) 
2 (A.II.,llb) 

A4 = Ml 

A51 = 1 

The assumption that, for a range of values of instability wave number K9¢o> 0 
~ 

and instability does exist is verified in Appendix 3. It suffices to note 

that the observed value of K should be equal to that value at which ¢i is 

a positive maximum,. Thus the appropriate value of K is one of the roots of 

the equation 

Analysis of the roots of equation (AJI.lla) in conjllllCtion with the assump

tion that instability does exist provides ,a number of interesting results. 

These are outlined in Chapter 2-4. 
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APPENDIX III 

Quantitative Verifioation of Instability 

The results of wide-ohannel stability analysis are valid if instability 

ooours. This oan be verified only by the oaloulation of the ooeffioients Mi' 
~, Nl , and N2 with respeot to a speoifio pair of oonstitutive equations. 

For illustrative purposes the equations due to Engelund presented in Chapter 1 

are used. They apply to dune resistanoe for hydraulioally rough, lower-regime 

flow. (This is the case that occurs predominately in the field.) 

where 

and 

After some manipulation it is found that 

~ = (1- TJ rl 

MJ. = 2(M2 

N"2 = 1.5 TJ M2 

Nl = 3 ( + 2 + 1.5 TJ Ml 

*-1 * I/J = .06 r +.4 r 

~= _ .06 r*-l + .4 r* 

~ 2 c r:' -2 It oan easily b~ shown that 0 <. r, < 6 and '3 <;. < 2.;) for C < 10 , 

a value rarely exceeded in natural rivers. Thus the following bounds oan 
- c be obtained; 
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From this it oan be deduced that bar instability will always exist in 

channels with negligible bank resistanoe. Expanding equation (AIl. 11) about 

K = 0 (infinitely long disturbanoe wave length) it is found that for K 

suffioiently small 

(AIILl) 

The parameters Co and X are positive by definition, and {3 is either zero 

(in whioh case instability vanishes) or positive. It can be Been from 

equations (A2.11b) that A4 is also positive. Likewise 

An = ~(Nl -1) > 3 

A12 = - (Ml + ~) [(1 -Nl ) M2 + (1 + N2) MIJ = 

Thus i:t is olear. that a range of wave numbers for whioh rP! is positive always 

exists, and it may be ooncluded that bar instability oharaoteristio of .meand~, 

iog or braiding always exists in ohannels with negligible bank effeotso Thus 

no such ohannel oan be expected to remain straight. 
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APPENDIX IV 

stability Analysis with Bank Effects 

Chang et al. (1971) and Vincent (1967) (see Chapter 2) have observed thEtt for 
D 

sui'ficiently large values of BO alternate bar patterns do not fBrm. This leads 

to the hypothesis that bank friction (which is significant when ; is large) may 

damp bar instability. To test this hypothesis friction is divided into wall and 

bed components according to Johnson's (1942) (see Chapter 2) method. Although 

such an analysis is approximate, it is expected that the physical situation is 

represented accurately in a qualitative sense. The total friction coef'ficient CT 
can be formed from C ,the bed component that satisfied equation (1-7) and a wall o 
component C which satisfies the known frictional relationship for smooth walls; 

w , 

According to Johnson 

Do 
Thus it can be seen that as ~ becomes small CT approaches C. o 

In a treatment that includes wall effects the momentum equations must be 

amended to 

au, au, 
l- l-at + U j OXj = 

where D/(l + 2~) is the hydraulic radius. 

Reduction shows that the equations AII.7 apply to the stability analysis with 

wall effects if Co is replaced by CE ' where 

2D 2D 
CE = Co + B 0 (1 + B 0) Cw 

and -if 
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S OCE -1 1 U* OCE 
1\ = 2(1 - CE d'S) (1 + 2' CE] Tu*) 

S OCE -1 _ 
M2 = a (1 - CE OS) = a M2 

...:. u* oq ~ Oqo 
N1 - qo f(f + qo 0 S M1 

S oqo 
N2 = qo oS M2 

where 

2 
C - 4 (Do) C 
o B w 

Numerical evaluation of these parameters is accomplished with Engelund consti

tutive equations. It is found that 

-1 
.~ = 0" (1 - 17E ) :: 0" ~ 

-1 

1\ = 2 (E (1 - "E) 

N2 = 1. 5 11 (1 - 77 ) -1 

N1 = 3 e + 2 + 3 7] e (1 - 11)-1 

where TJ and t retain their previous meanings and 

'I 
, 



and 
1 

TI ",,-
w 1.$ 1 + 

7.4 Cw1/ 2 

7.4 Cwl / 2 

e _ 1 

w - 1 + 7.4 Cwl / 2 
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If the boUnd CB < 1 x 10 .. 2 is again satisfied, then it oan be shown 

that 

1 < ~ < 6 0 <e-E < 2., 

0< MJ. < ,30 0 < TIE < i 
0< N2 < 7., 
4<N1 <47 

-1< u < 1 

The Earameter u approaches 1 for sufficiently wide ohannels, but decreases 

as BO increases, and takes negative values for ~o > %ft . This 
w 

introduces a stabilizing influence into the equation for ~i' For example, 

~1' = UM2 (Nl -1) 

~2 = (1+ 2eE) (u+ ,3ue- 2eE + ,3(ue .. eE ) 17 (l-TJrl )M22 

from which it can be seen that All beoomes nega'hive f.or values of ~:r< 0 , 

~d ~2 beoomes negative for even larger values of u (smaller values of 

B°); thus, according to equation (ATII.l), instability at small values of K 

disappears. In the case of meandering a more explicit result can be obtained; 

maximum instability vanishes for' ~o > 2~g according to equation (AIII.-l). 
, w 

Thus it can be concluded that the presence of banks has a stabilizing influ-

enoe on river channels, tending to damp the formation of bars. The exact value D . 
of BO at which instability vanishes varies from river to river. However, 

'.' :the experimental evidence of Chang et. ale (1971), Ackers (1962) and Vincent 

(1967) (see Chapter'2) suggests that stable channels beoome possible for values 
]) 1 D 

of ~ >10- , and that as ~ increases the tendenoy toward stability increases. 
B B 
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It follows that. the proposed meander-braid regime diagram of Fig. 2-11 oan 

be revised to provide a meander-braid-straight regime diagram, as is illustrated 

in Fig. 2-12. 
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.APPENDIX V 

Data 

Data for 167 laboratory experiments whioh are useful in delineating the 

ooourrenoe of meandering, braiding, and straight ohannels are presented in 

Table AV-l. A key to the natural rivers referenoed in Fig. 2-13 is provided 

in Table AV-2. 
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Table AV-l 
--,= 

Source f:lpec ifi Ds (mm) - Q 
s x 103 B(m) D(m) 2 Pattern A(m) Flume Qs Experl-

Grav i t\ ltr/sec x 10 T.ype 3 gm/sec I M,t~~ifl -
1 2.65 .22 1. 41 4.43 1.20 1. 17 B - R-E - 1 ---
1 2.65 .22 1. 41 4.78 1. 07 1.50 M 4.91 R-E - 2 
1 2.65 .22 2.83 5.99 1.36 1.77 M 4.59 R-E - 3 
1 2.65 .22 2.83 4.87 1. 57 1. 96 M-B 3.89 R-E - 4 
1 2.65 .22 2.83 4.67 1.23 1. 75 M 6.07 R-E - T~-

t;) 

1 2.65 .22 - - - - S - R-E - -~ 

2 2.65 .62 0.7 8.05 .44 .77 M 2,8 R-E - i 
2 2.65 .62 0.8 7.43 .43 .79 M 3.0 R-E - 8 
2 2.65 .62 0.9 7. 1 .49 .81 M 3.0 R-E - 9 
2 2.65 .62 0.5 6.28 .40 .60 M 3.3 R-E - 10 
2 2.65 .62 0.7 6.09 .49 .67 M-B - R-E -, n 
2 2.65 .62 0.7 5.72 .38 .88 M - R-E ~ 12 
2 2.65 .62 0.7 5.95 .42 .96 M 3.9 R-E - 13 
2 2.65 .62 0.7 8.68 .39 - .80 M-B - R-E - 14 

---

3 2.65 .22 1. 41 5.90 1. 52 .91 B - R-E - 15 
3 2.65 .22 1. 41 1.05 1.40 1.2 B - R-E - 16 
3 2.65 .22 1. 41 8.12 1.43 .80 B - R-E - 17 
3 2.65 .22 1. 41 5.76 - 1.23 .80 B - R-E - 18 
3 2.65 .22 1. 41 5.76 1. 39 .50 B - R-E - 19 

4 1.05 3.2 2.8 1.04 .91 2.6 M 4.4 R-N - 20 
'4 1.05 3.2 4.3 3.52 .91 2.0 M 5,3 R-N - 21 
4 1.05 3.2 4.3 2.04 .91 2.4 M 5.5 R-N - 2-Z--
4 1.05 3.2 4.3 1. 18 .91 3.6 M 6.3 R-N - 23 
4 1.05 3.2 4.3 .53 .91 4.4 M 10.1 R-N - 24 

4 1.05 3.2 6.7 2.36 .91 3.0 M 7.3 R-N - 25 
--

4 1.05 3.2 6.7 1.20 .91 3.7 M 5.9 R-N - 26 
4 1.05 3.2 6.7 .68 .91 4.7 M 5.7 R-N - 27 
4 1.05 3.2 6.7 .46 .91 5.9 M 10.4 R-N - 28 . 
4 1.05 3.2 6.7 .44 .91 6.7 M 11.4 R-N - 29 

4 1.05 3.2 8.0 2.16 .91 3.3 M 8.0 R-N - 30 
4 1.05 3.2 8.0 .69 .91 5.7 M - R-N - 31 
4 1.05 ~.2 8.0 .49 .91 7.6 M 13. 1 R-N - j~ 

4 .1.05 3.2 9.2 1.70 .91 4.0 M 6.9 R-N - 33 
4 1.05 3.2 12.4 2.54 .91 4.1 M 6.5 R-N - 34 
4 1.05 3.2 2.2 1.36 .46 3.3 M 4. 1 R-N - 35 . 
4 1.05 3.2 2.2 .60 .46 3.9 M 5. 1 R-N - jf:> 

4 1.80 - 6.3 4.32 .91 2.0 M 11.2 R-N - 37 
4 1.80 - 6.3 2.04 .91 2.5 M 9.7 R-N - 38 

4 1.80 - 6.3 1. 36 .91 2.9 M 9.8 R-N - j~ 

4 1.80 - 8.6 6.38 .91 2.6 M 6.2 R-N - 40 
4 1.80 - 8.6 5.78 .91 2.4 M 6.6 R-N - 41 
4 1.80 - 8.6 4.06 .91 2.4 M 12.2 R-N - 42 

4 1.80 - 8.6 3.04 .91 2.5 M 17.0 R-N - 43 
*~~-~ 
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Table AV-1 (Cont'd) - 2 -
- -

D(m) 2 
Source ~pec i fi ( Ds (mm) ,Q 

S x 103 B(m) Patter~ X(m) Flume3 Os EXrey't-
Grav; tv 1 tr/sec x 10 T.vpe . gm/sec I\ln len -',,;-;::":,:::.':: .. =--

" 
4 1.80 - 8.6 1.36 .91' 3.5 M 12.7 R-N - 44 
4 1.80 - 8.6 1.02 .91 3.8 M 7.9 R-N - 45 
4 1.80 - 11.3 4.16 .91 3.0 M 8.5 R-N - 467-

4 1.80 - 11.3 2.82 .91 3.3 M - R-N - 4·7 
4 1.80 - 11.3 2.10 .91 3.3 M - R-N- - 411 

4 1.80 - 11.3 1.50 .91 4.3 M 9.0 R-N - 49 
4 1.80 13.6 4.24 .91 3.7 M 6.2 R-N 

---~.---. 50----- -
4 1.80 - 13.6 2.60 .91 3.7 M - R .. 'N - 51 
4 1.80 - 13.6 2.00 .91 3.7 M - R-N - 52 

4 1.80 - 13.6 1.04 .91 5.0 M 21. 3 R-N - 53 

4 1.80 - 13.6 .80 .91 5.1 M - R-N - 54· 

4 2.65 .7 8.1 4.00 .91 1.9 M '12.8 R-N ~ 00 
~4 2.65 .7 8. 1 3.82 .91 2.0 M 16.5 R-N - 66 

4 2.65 .7 8.1 2.56 .91 2.3 M 11.6 R-N - 07"""-

4 2.65 .7 9.2 2.52 .91 2.6 M 15.2 R-N - 58 
4 2.65 .7 10.9 2.96 .91 3. 1 M 18.3 R-N - 59 

4 2.65 .7 10.9 2.36 .91 3.3 M 19.5 . R-N - 60 

4 2.65 .7 10·9 '·76 .91 3 ·1 M 20.7 R-N - bl 

4 2.65 .7 14.2 2.60 .91 4.0 M 24.-zr R-N - 62 

4 2.65 .7 14.2 1.48 .91 3.6 M 15.2 R-N - oJ 
" 

5 2.65 .23 28.3 2.7 3.9 2.9 M 10.7 S-E 38 64 
'5 2.65 .23 28.3 3.0 3.7 3. 1 M 12.2 S-E 77 65 
5 2.65 .23 28.3 3.5 3.2 . 3.5 M 12.5 S-E 205 66 
5 2.65 .23 28.3 4.0 3.8 2.9 M 12.2 S-E 52tl bl 

5 2.65 : 23 56.6 2.2 4.1 5.0 M 16.8 S-E 42 68 
5 2.65 .23 56.6 2.7 2.5 6.7 M 18.3 :.S-£ 81 69 
5 2.65 .23 56.3 3.0 5.5 3.7 M 19.8 S-E 205 70 
5 2:65 .23 84.9 2.7 5.9 5.7 M 22.9 $-E 113 -

5 2.65 .21 28.3 3.0 5.5 2. 1 M 13.0 S-E 40 71 
5 2.65 .21 28.3 3.3 4.5 2.7 M 12.3 'S-£ 79 72 

5 2.65 .21 28.3 3.6 4.5 3.0 M 12.2 S-E 128 73 
5 2.65 .21 56.6 3.6 9.4 2.8 M 21.9 S-E 92 74 
5 2.65 .21 56.6 4.0 8.7 1.9 M 21.3 S-E IHb /0 

5 2.65 .21 56.6 4.3 6.4 2.9 M 21.6 S-E 206 76 

5 2.65 .21 84.9 3.2 8.4 4. 1 M 2,1.9 S-E 133 77 
5 2.65 .21 84.9 3.3 6.7 5.0 M 23.8 S-E 62 78 
5 2.65 .21 84.9 3.0 6.2 4.8 M 25.0 S-E 166 79 
5 2.65 .21 84.9 3.4 13.0 2.7 M 26.8 S-E 237 80 
5 2.65 .21 113. 3.6 7.6 6.2 M 26.8 S-E 212 81 
5 2.65 .50 7.1 3.9 1.3 6.6 M 6. 1 S-E 5.3 82 
5 2.65 .50 7. 1 4.0 1.4 7.5 M 9. 1 S-E 5.3 83 

\COn1:.1 ueo) ... 
"~,,-.~, 
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Table AV-l (Cont'd.) -~ ~pecifiq Ds (mm) 
Q D(mJ 2 ~ Fl ume Os Ex;'e"r-~~ 

SoiJrce Gravitvl ltr/sec S x 103 B(m) x 10 Patter~ A(m) Type 3 gm/sec N)m~nt 
," 

7. 1 
~;:,=---

5 2.65 .4 3.3 1.3 ' 2.5 M 6.3 S-E - 84 
5 2.65 .4 7. 1 4.7 2.4 2.0 M 6.3 S-E 2.6 85 --------5 2.65 .4 7. 1 4.0 1.8 1.8 M 6.4 S-E 5.2 86 -
5 2.65 .4 7. 1 5.6 2.3 2.2 M 7.1 S-E 10.5 87 

.. -
5 2.65 .4 1.7 4.0 2.0 1.2 M 4.6 S-E - 88 
5 2.65 .4 1.7 6.0 1.4 .95 M 3.8 S-:E - sg-
5 2.65 .4 28.3 3.7 5.8 3.0 M 20.3 S""E 2.3 90 

-
5 2.65 .4 28.3 6.4 5.7 2.2 M 21.7 S-E 2.3 91 

5 2.65 .4 1.7 8.7 2.5 .52 M 8.2 S-E - 92 
5 2.65 .4 14.2 5.0 3.5 2. 1 M 15.2 S-E 1.3 93 
5 2.65 .4 14.2 6.7 5.9 1.6 M 12.2 S-E 1.3 94 
5 2.65 .4 14.2 8. 1 7.9 1.2 M 20.3 S-E 1.3 95-
5 2.65 .4 28.3 7.7 7.7 1.3 M 16.3 S-E 2.3 96--

6 2.65 .45 3.4 3.5 .75 2.0 M 9.0 R-E - ~~ 
6 2.65 .45 1.7 2.8 .71 1. 35 M 6.0 , R-E - 98 
6 2.65 .45 2.5 2.0 .71 1. 65 M 8.4 R-E - 99 

7 2.65 .7 .36 3.3 · 15 .92 M 2.74 S-E .27 100 
7 2.65 .7 .36 5.0 · 15 .79 M 2.74 S-E .27 10(-

.. _._-::----

7 2.65 .7 .36 5.0 · 15 .79 M 3.48 S-/E .50 102 . 
7 2.65 .7 .59 3.3 · 15 ' 1.73 M 2.74 S-E 1.00 103 

7 2.65 .7 .59 3.3 .23 1. 17 M 3.04 S-E .72 104 
-

7 2.65 .7 .36 3.3 .30 1. 70 M 4.27 S-E 1.50 105 

7 2.65 .7 1. 13 3.3 .23 2.26 M 3.96 S-E 1.37 '106-
.-_ .. __ .. _- :s- f----"-6~'5{fr·-of6i'--7 2.65 · 7 1. 13 5.0 · 15 .84 M 2.44 

5.0 .56 
--.-"~.- --$:' E -.- e--"-1~-5iJ --1"o1r-7 2.65 .7 .38 · 23 M 2.28 

7 2.'65 .7 .36 5.0 .30 .98 M 3.35 S-E 1.50 109 

8 2.65 .16 10.6 2.2 1.1 3.8 M 7.22 S-E - no 
8 2.65 · 16 9.3 2.4 1.5 4.0 M 6.95 S-E - ill 

8 2.65 · 16 8.5 2.9 2.4 2.6 M 5.55 S-E - 112 

8 2.65 .16 18.5 2.0 2.3 4.1 M 10.33 S-E - 113 

8 2.65 .16 17.6 2.8 2.2 6.7 M 11 .55 S-E - 114 
8 2.65 · 16 17.8 2. 1 2. 1 4.1 M 9.57 S-E - 115 

8 2.65 · 16 32.0 1.4 2.8 6.5 M 12.43 S-E - 116 

8 2.65 .16 54.8 2.1 3.2 7.0 M 14.84 S-E - 117 

8 2.65 • , 6 30.9 2.4 3.2 6.3 M 11.61 S-E - 118 
8 2.65 • 16 28.2 3.0 3.9 5.2 M 11.21 S-E - 119 
8 2.65 • 16 30.2 3.3 2.4 4.9 M 11.83 S-E - 120 

8 2.65 .16 12.8 3.4 2. 1 4.3 M 8.29 S-E - 121 
8 2.65 • 16 16. 1 2.6 2.2 3.8 M 8.35 S-E - 122 

8 2.65 • 16 10.0 3.2 2.3 3.5 M 6.55 S-T - la 
-

8 2.65 • 16 6.9 2.5 2.3 '2.2 M 6.13 S-E - 124 

I (conti ell ue } 0 • :_, 
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Table AV-1 (Cont' a...) 
. -------1 

- !~ "I 

O(m) 2 
-- _. ~-

--~~o=== 

~pecifi( Os (mm) .Q , 
Flume3 Qs Exper'j -Source Gravity ltrlsec S x 103 B (m) x 10 Pattern Mm} gm/sec me~l1t Type _ lNn.:o=-= 

8 2-.65 .16 17.3 2.2 2.7' 3.5 M 8.47 S-E - .~ :~5 

8 2.65 • 16 B.6 2.8 2.7 2,B M 6-.74 S-E· -.. '!26 --
--

9 2.65 .7 4.24 2.6 .94 1.8 M 5.5 S-E 3.2 '127 .. 9 2.65 .7 4.24 4.3 1. 16 1.3 M 5.9 S-E 4.0 '128 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 5.9 1. 22 1.1 lVr O.U S-T 5.9 It:~ 

9 2.65 .7 4.24 6.4 1. 25 1.0 M 6.2 S.,E 6.5 130 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 7.5 1.37 .85 M 6.3 SA-'E 6.9 131 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 8.5 1.43 .80 M 6.4 S-E 7.2 132 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 10.0 1.43 .72 M 6.8 S-E 8.5 133 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 13.0 1.49 .61 M 6.9 S-E 9.4 134 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 15.0 1.55 .53 B - S-E 12.3 135 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 16.0 1. 62 .45 B - S-E 13.8 136 
9 2.65 .7 4:24 lB.O 1. 67 .39 B - S-E 15-04 137 
9 2.65 .7 4.24 20.0 1.72 .34 B - S-E 16.7 1311 

10 2.65 .67 .56 3.9 .20 1.0 M 2.43 S-E .21 139 
10 2.65 .67 1.08 3.9 .29 1.3 M 2.04 .. $.-E 1.05 140 
10 2.65 .67 1. 10 4.2 .34 1.0 M 2.29 S-E - 141 
10 2.65 .67 .31 6.9 .30 .55 M 1.83 S-E - 142 
10 2.65 .67 .54 6.4 .26 1.0 M 1. 52 S-E 2.G3 143' 
10 2.65 .67 1. 13 6.8 .51 .94 M -Z .-go- S-E 3.SD J'l-If 

10 2.65 .67 .71 6.3 .43 .82 M .91 S-E - 145 
10 - 2.65 .67 .54 6.7 .39 .52 M 2.19 S-E -- 146 

-
10 2.65 .67 .68 5. 1 .23 ,88 M 2.32 S-E - 14,7 
10 2.65 .67 .31 4.1 .13 .94 S - S-E .062 148 
10 2.65 .67 .62 3.5 .20 1.1 S - S-E ,14 149 

.0-

10 2.65 .67 .96 4.2 .27 1.6 S - , '.$-E .44 150 
10 .67 1. 16 2.3 S-E 

-~~-,.--

.~ 51 2.65 .25 2.0 S - ,095 
--

2,'65 10 .67 1. 78 2.5 .34 1.6 S - S-E J-- .34 152 
10 2.65 .67 .91 2.8 .22 1.5 S - S-E .18 153 
10 2.65 .67 .74 1.8 .24 1.3 S - s-(- .00'045 t----.ffi4 
10 2.65 .67 1.39 1.8 .25 2. 1 S - '5-£ .095 155 
10 2.65 .67 .62 3.8 .19 1.1 S - S-E • H5 156 
10 2.65 .67 1. 95 1.9 .36 1.7 S - S-E .20 157 

11 2.65 .71 20. 2.0 .6 7. 1 M 2.6 N-/Il - 158 
11 2.65 .71 20. 2.0 .6 B.6 M 2.8 N-N - 159 
11 2.65 .71 20. 2.0 .6 4.0 M 2.4 N-N - 160 
11 2.65 .71 20. 2.0 .6 3.8 M 3.5 N-N - 1"~' 

11 2.65 .71 20. 2.0 .6 15. 1 M 2.8 N-N - 162 
11 2.65 .71 20. 2.0 .6 2.65 S - N-N - 163 

11 2.65 .71 3.0 5.0 .2 3.09 M .8 R-N - 164 
11 2.65 .71 4.6 2.0 .2 4.72 S - R-N - 165 
11 2.65 .71 6.4 3.3 .2 ·5.33 M .85 R-N - 166 

11 2.65 .71 2.6 2.0 .2 3.02 S R-N H,] i - - ., 
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FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE AV-l 

1) Source of data: 

1. St. Anthony Falls Multi-Purpose Channel Data 

2. st. Anthony Falls Tilting Flume Data 

3. st. Anthony Falls Braiding Data 

4. Chang, H.Y., D.B. Simons, and D.A. Woolhiser o Flume E!Qeriments on Alter
nate Bar Formation, American Society of Civil Engineers, Journal of the 
Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Engineering, Vol. 97, WW 1, February, 
1971, pp. 155-165. 

5. Sharma, H.D. Extf['act of the Work Done at U.P. Irrigation Re~aro~!, 
Institute, Roerkee, on Meandering, Braiding, and Avulsion of Ri~ 
and Their Prevention, U.P.I.R.I. Report, Roorkee p uttar Pradesh, 
India, 1973. 

6. Bordas, M. Contribution a L'Etude des Relations Entre Ie Debit Generateur 
et les Meandres d'une Riviere. Grafica da Universidade do Rio 
Grande do SuI, Porto Alegre, Brasil, 1963. 

7. Quraishy, M. S. "The Meandering of Alluvial Rivers p Ii Sind Uni versi tz 
Research Journal, (Scienoe Series) VII (l)v 1973~ pp. 95-1526 

8. Aokers, P. and F.G. Charlton~ Meandering of Small streams ill jU.lu.v'ium~ 
Report No. INT 77, Hydraulios Researoh Station, Wallingford~ -
Berkshire, England, 1970. 

9. Sohumm, S.A .. and H.R. Khan. "Experimental Study of Channel Patterns," 
Bulletin of Geologioal Society o:t_America, VoL. 88~ 1972, pp. 1,755-1170. 

10. Wo].man, M.G. and LoM. Bru8ho FactoX'f:'J (1orrbrol1ing' the Size and Sh.@:E,e of: 
Stream Channels in Coarse Noncohesive Sands, U.S., Geological SU1~ey 
Prof. Paper 282-G, 1961, pp. 183-210. 

ll. Ashida, K. and S. Narai, "The Struoture of Movable Bed Configurations"v 
Bulletin of the Disaster Prevention Researoh Insti tu"he? ~oto 
University, Kyoto, Japan, Vol. 19, Part 1, 1969~ PP. IS-30. 

2) Pattern: B = braiding; M = meandering; S = straight. 

3) Flume type: Feed--S = new sediment supplied; R = sediment reciroulated, 
N = no sediment supplied. 

Banks--E = erodible; N = non-erodible. 



TABLE AV-2 

Key to Natural River Data Plotted in Figure 2-13 

Discharge 
No. River Conditions Location Source 

1 White River instantaneous Mt. Ranier,USA FabJiestock (1963) 
2 White River instantaneous Mt. Ranier, USA Fahnestock (1963) 

.3 Mississippi River mean Vicksburg ,USA Winkley (1973) 
4 Mississippi River bank :full Vicksburg, USA Winkley (1973) 

5 Yellow River near bank :full Mengtsing, China Chien Ning (1961) 
6 G10mma River bank :full Koppangsogene,Norway Nordseth (1973) 
7 Matanuska River normal summer high Anchorage, USA Fahnestock and Bradley (1973) 
8 Knik River normal summer high Anchorage, USA Fahnestock and Bradley (1973) 
9 Knik River catastrophic :flood Anchorage, USA Fahnestock and Bradley (1973) 

10 Missouri high Pierre,S. ])ak. ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) I-' 

11 Missouri low Pierre,S. ])ak. ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) I-' 
w 

12 Missouri high Ft. Randall, USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
13 Missouri low Ft. Randall, USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
14 Missouri Omaha,Nebr. ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
15 Elkhorn high Waterloo ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
16 Elkhorn low Waterloo ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 

.17 Big Sioux high Akron~USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
18 Big Sioux low Akron ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
19 Platte high Ashland, USA . Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
20 Platte low Ashland ~ USA Einstein and Barbaro.ssa (1952) 
21 Niobrara Butte 9USA ... Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
22 Salinas hig..'l S an Lucas, USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 
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23 Salinas low S an Lucas, USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 

24 Salinas high Paso Rol)lis ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 

25 Salinas low Paso Roblis ,USA Einstein and Barbarossa (1952) 

26 Middle Loup instantaneous Dunning, USA Hubbell and Matejka (1959) 

27 Middle Loup instantaneous Dunning, USA Hubbell and Matejka (1959) 

28 Middle Loup instantaneous Dunning, USA Hubbell and Matejka (1959) 

29 Middle Loup instantaneous Dunning, USA Hubbell and Matejka (1959) 

30 Middle Loup instantaneous Dunning, USA Hubbell and Matejka (1959) 

31 Ganga bank f'ull Kankhal" India Gupta et. al. (1969) 

32 Great Gandak bank f'ull Chi tauni, India Gupta et. ale (1969) 

33 Sarda bank f'ull SarCia Sagar, India Gupta et. al. (1969) 

34 Ganga bank f'ull Raighat Narora,India Gupta et. al. (1969) \:3 
+:-

35 Beaver Creek mean Daniel, Wyo. ~ USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

36 Watts Branch mean Rookville, Md. ;USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

37 Platte mean Grand Island,Nebr. ,USA beopold and Wolman (1957) 

38 Platte mean Odessa, Nebr. ,USA Leopold and Wolman.(1957) 

39 Platte mean Overton, Nebr. ,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

40 Missouri mean st. Joseph, Mo.,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

41 Missouri mean Hermann, Me., USA Leopold and Wo1man (1957) 

42 Missouri mean Pierre, S. Dak. ,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

43 Missouri mean Kansas City, Mo. ,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

44 Missouri mean Bismarck, N. Dak. ,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

45 Tennessee mean Knoxville, Tenn., USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

46 Butt ahat chee mean CaledOnia, Miss. ,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

[ oontinued] 
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47 Kansas mean :Somler Springs, Kan., USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 
48 Kansas mean Lecompton, Kan. ,USA. Leopold and Wolman (1957) 
49 Kansas mean Ogden, Kan., USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 
50 Maumee mean Defiance, Ohio, USA. Leopold and Wolman (1957) 
51 Maumee mean Waterville, Ohio,USA. Leopold and Wolman (1957) 
52 Smoky Hill mean Lindsborg, Kan. ,USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 
53 Smoky Hill mean Enterprise, Kan., USA Leopold and Wolman (1957) 

~ 

~ 
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